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Executive Summary

Section 1 - Introduction

The Getting on with Money project ran in Tower Hamlets from February 2013 to February 2016. This
evaluation demonstrates that taking a dual approach, working with both individuals and organisations,
is an effective way of improving residents’ financial health.

Supporting tenants to improve their own financial health
Project achievements

Project learning

• The project engaged 737 residents in
workshops – 83% reported sustained
improvements in skills and knowledge and the
same proportion took some kind of action to
change the way they managed their money

• Financial health is closely related to wider
wellbeing and interventions work best when
they recognise this

• 105 residents attended one-to-one
sessions – 85% reported improvements in
knowledge and skills and 92% had taken some
kind of action
•T
 he project facilitated 598 financial health
checks to be carried out by organisations
– these had a range of outcomes including
improved confidence, increased access to
information and higher numbers of referrals

• Workshops are an effective way of reaching
people before problems start, building skills
and confidence, and creating behaviour change
• One-to-ones are a positive way of providing
tailored information and building skills in the
areas most relevant to individuals. They are most
likely to lead to action and changes in money
management behaviours.
•P
 eople are most likely to engage in money
management support when it is presented as
something useful for everyone and free of stigma.

Supporting organisations to improve their impact on financial health
Project achievements

Project learning

•The project worked with 27 organisations
to improve their practice in relation to financial
health

• Organisations are most effective at supporting
individuals when they take a strategic and
holistic approach

•814 staff members were trained – 91%
reported improvements in skills and knowledge
relating to financial health and 94% reported
taking some kind of action

• These approaches are most sustainable when
they involve staff and clients in a meaningful
way in their design and are in keeping with the
organisation’s structures and culture

•The project supported organisations to
implement 78 changes to practice – these
ranged from establishing opportunities to
identify financial need, provide information
at key points and establish new referral
mechanisms.

• In addition to skills and knowledge, staff
also need to understand their organisation’s
approach and their role within it in order
to be motivated to support clients around
financial health

•A range of positive outcomes were recorded
- In one case average arrears of tenants were
reduced by £168 over six months compared to
those who did not engage with a new service.
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• Providing space to test new approaches can
lead to more effective and innovative practice
• Pre-emptive support can lead to improved
tenancy sustainment outcomes and lead to
lower anxiety about moving into work
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1.1 About Getting on with Money

1.2 Aims and Objectives

Background to the project
Getting on with Money was a financial health project, working with individuals and organisations in Tower
Hamlets from February 2013 until February 2016, funded by the Big Lottery Fund’s Improving Financial
Confidence programme. This programme aimed to help social housing tenants to become more confident in
managing their money.
The project was devised by the Financially Inclusive Tower Hamlets (FITH) partnership, which takes a
collaborative, grass-roots approach to tackling the effects of financial exclusion on Tower Hamlets residents. The
partnership is comprised of a wide range of agencies and organisations from across the borough.
Tower Hamlets
Two thirds of the borough’s 20 wards fall in the most
deprived 10 per cent nationally i. Across England, Tower
Hamlets is ranked 10th for deprivation out of 326 local
authority areas. The borough has the highest proportion
of children (39%) and older people (50%) living in income
deprived households in the country. The 2010 Thoresen
review of financial capability found that the borough had
the second highest demand general financial advice in
London, with around half of residents expected to require
crisis intervention or support from specialist agencies, while
others are expected to need pre-crisis help.

Project design

• Lack of skills and confidence around making financial decisions

The project was conceived
of through extensive
consultation with local social
housing tenants and the
organisations that worked
with them. Key needs
identified related to:

• Lack of organisational capacity to identify and respond to tenants’
money management needs

Two particular trigger points

• Taking on new responsibilities for a property

were identified which could
cause periods of poor
financial health:

Financial health
The project defined financial health as being about how someone is doing with
money. This is determined by a range of factors including our income, financial
pressures, our skills, knowledge and confidence, our emotional relationship with
money and our environment. Our financial health is unique to us and is influenced
by our experiences, priorities and what else is going on in our lives.

In order to achieve this aim,
Getting on with Money believed
that not only would tenants
need to be able to improve
their own financial health, but
the financial environment in
which they lived would need to
improve also.

The specific aims of the project were:
• to support tenants to improve their own financial health and
• t o enable housing and employment support providers to improve
their impact on tenants’ and service users’ financial health

These aims were linked to a number of intended outcomes, illustrated in the diagram below:

For this reason, the project was designed with a dual approach supporting both individual financial capability, and organisational
capacity to support tenants to improve their overall financial health.

Skills: Tenants have improved financial knowledge and skills
To support tenants
to improve their own
financial health

Confidence: Tenants feel more motivated and confident when
dealing with their finances

• Moving in and out of work

Action: Tenants are putting into practice the skills and
knowledge they have learnt

For these reasons, the project focused on those social housing
tenants who were likely to be experiencing the above, and the
organisations working with them:

Understanding: Organisations have a clear understanding of how
they affect the financial health of their tenants or service users

• Housing providers
• Employment support organisations

Project partnership
The Getting on with Money project was delivered by a partnership of the Bromley by Bow Centre, Toynbee
Hall, Limehouse Project, Tower Hamlets Homes and Poplar HARCA with the Bromley by Bow Centre acting
as the lead partner. The project was overseen by a Project Management Group including representatives
from all organisations.
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The overall aim of Getting on with Money was: To improve the financial health of Tower Hamlets
social housing tenants

To enable housing and
employment support
providers to improve their
impact on tenants’ and
service users’ financial
health

Direction: Organisations have a clear sense of purpose and
direction around financial health
Staff skills: Staff have improved financial health knowledge and
skills
Practice: Organisations and their staff implement changes to
practice to have a more positive impact on the financial health of
tenants or service users
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1.3 Project Activities

Section 2 - The Evaluation and its Methods

Services for individuals
The project offered two key services to individual social housing tenants – group workshops and one-to-one
support sessions. It also provided information and resources.

Workshops
Delivering group learning
around key areas of
financial health. Sessions
covered core areas
including budgeting,
savings, credit and debt.

One-to-one
sessions
Supporting individuals to
consider their own finances
to take control, including
areas where they required
further support.
Partner organisations were
also supported to develop
their own one-to-one
formats.

Information
and resources
Providing key
information to tenants,
including signposting to
relevant local services
and agencies

Services for organisations
The project offered a range of services to housing providers and employment support organisations to
facilitate improvements to the support they offer tenants.

Financial Inclusion
Health Check for
Organisations (FIHCOs)
Assessing the organisation’s impact
on financial health, through opening
up conversations with staff and
tenants and examining policy and
practice, this process and the
resultant report was the starting
point for further work around
financial health.

Staff training
On key topics around
financial health with the
focus depending on the
organisation’s action
plan.

Action planning
Supporting organisations
to plan how to move
forward and put tenant
financial health at the core
of what they do.
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Changing practice
Supporting organisations
to create and adapt policies
and procedures, pilot new
interventions and change
practice, also creating
information resources and tools
to support this.
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2.1 About the Evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is
to assess the impact of Getting
on with Money against its aims
and objectives. It aims to establish
whether Getting on with Money
was able to improve the financial
health of Tower Hamlets social
housing tenants through:

One-to-ones
• Supporting them to improve their own financial health
• Supporting housing and employment support providers to improve
their impact on tenants’ and service users’ financial health

As part of their one-to-one session, the advisor and participant completed a diagnostic form together. This
included financial health indicators, a record of topics discussed in the session, actions to be followed up
and some demographic information. In total 105 records informed the evaluation’s conclusions, including
75 complete financial health sections containing key skills.
To assess the long-term impacts of this intervention, eight in-depth semi-structured interviews were
conducted with tenants who had participated in one-to-one sessions. These interviews were carried
out either face-to-face or over the phone. They particularly focused on the impact of the session on
participants’ attitude to money, money management skills and actions taken after the session. 17 further
shorter telephone calls recorded participants’ current skill level, progress against their actions and their
experience of the session.

Organisational data
The evaluation also aims to understand what worked well and what could have been done differently and to
share this learning to inform the work of partners, stakeholders and funders.

2.2 Evaluation Methods
This evaluation followed a mixed methods approach, based on a range of qualitative
and quantitative data across both strands of the project. Due to the flexible nature of
Getting on with Money’s work, the project finished with a large amount of data, much
of this tailored to specific initiatives.

658
pre-workshop
questionnaires

Tenant data
As part of the funding requirements for Getting on with Money, the project was
required to report on a specific set of ‘My Financial Confidence’ measures, covering
participants’ self-reported ability in money management skills. A constant during the
project, these key skill questions were the main focus for monitoring progress on
Getting on with Money and therefore underpin the evaluation findings concerning
individuals.
Workshops
All workshop participants were expected to complete questionnaires directly before
and after the workshop. 658 pre questionnaires, 583 post questionnaires and 577
complete sets of questionnaires were captured. The content covered demographics,
digital inclusion information and key skills. Participants were then invited to complete
follow-up surveys three to six months after the initial intervention, face-to-face,
online and through postal correspondence. 75 follow-up surveys were collected. The
surveys asked about actions taken after the workshop and reiterated the key skills
questionnaire, thus creating three snapshots in time of participants’ financial health.
Building on this quantitative data, Getting on with Money ran a tenant engagement
event to celebrate the end of the project. 12 people’s feedback was taken in three
small focus group sessions, using participatory activities to explore the key themes
of money management. Two employment case studies were also used to build this
picture.
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583
post-workshop
questionnaires

577
complete
workshop
questionnaires

Getting on with Money conducted 13 semi-structured interviews with 17 key members of staff across the
organisations that took part in the project. They sought to understand how the project had influenced
their approach to financial health issues and the impact of the changes which the organisations had
made. These interviews were then augmented with data from housing and employment support providers
concerning the tailored support: it was decided to analyse these on an individual basis rather than impose
arbitrary measures across all schemes. Depending on the change that the project supported, this included
rent arrears data for three housing providers, referral logs and 13 case studies capturing client impact.
A focus group was also conducted with nine residents from Spitalfields Housing Association in order to
assess their new tenants’ procedure.
Two particular areas of focus were staff training and facilitated one-to-one sessions. The project held data
on 598 financial health checks performed by organisations and facilitated by the project. These records
included data about clients’ key skills, their digital confidence and demographic information. The project
then followed up with a further 54 of these clients through phone calls and by email surveys to assess the
impact of the intervention.
During staff training, all participants completed pre and post questionnaires. 814 questionnaires were
collected, 784 containing the initial questionnaire and 765 of these having a completed post survey entry.
These questionnaires were standardised as far as possible to focus on eight key skills developed across
all of the training, although the exact mix of questions varied depending on the content of the course. 106
staff completed a follow-up questionnaire, which also investigated actions taken since the training.

Overview
75
follow-up
questionnaires

12
focus group
participants

The strengths of this data lay in its ability to point towards the bigger picture through overlaps in the
data; the large number of interviews conducted across individuals and organisations; and the very large
and hence stable sample sizes for the staff training and workshop interventions. Some of the limitations
included a reliance on self-reported ability for individuals when measuring the impact of the work,
rather than assessing their abilities, which would have been difficult to achieve; and the greater focus on
qualitative themes for one-to-one sessions, due to the limited number of quantitative follow-up surveys.
The following sections of the report aim to bring these distinct but complementary pieces of data
together to assess Getting on with Money’s performance and achievements against its key outcomes.
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Section 3: Working with Individuals
This chapter contains:

The first major part of Getting on with Money’s work was delivering activities with individuals. This related
to the first specific aim of the project:
To support tenants to improve their financial health

3.1 Overview of work with individuals
3.2 Evaluates support provided through workshops

We aimed to do this through the following related outcomes:

3.3 Evaluates support provided through one-to-one sessions
3.4 Summarises the impact of this work for individuals
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 evaluate the support provided through
considering:

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealing
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

• What we did and who we did it with
• What outcomes the sessions had for participants’ financial
The project undertook workshops and one-to-one sessions aimed at social housing tenants, and our
Tenants
feel more
Tenants are putting
approach to achieving
these outcomes differed
between
the two types of session.
Tenants have
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improved financial
knowledge and skills

motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt
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3.1: Overview

3.2: Workshops – Spaces to engage with money

Our Approach
Getting on with Money’s approach to supporting individuals’ financial health was rooted in some key
understandings:

This section considers the workshops delivered by Getting on with Money – their reach, the
outcomes they supported for participants and what we learnt about what worked and what didn’t.

• T
 here is scope for most of us to improve our financial health, but there are lots of barriers which stop
people engaging in financial health support
• Money is highly personal and can be difficult to talk about
• People often see money as a dry topic
• We are more likely to improve our financial health if we can see why it is important to our own lives
• Our financial health is unique to us and support needs to reflect this
• Financial health is connected to all areas of our lives
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different formats,
tailored to different
groups

Based on this understanding the project took the following approach to workshops and one-toones:
•A
 proactive approach to engagement: We looked to appeal to a wide range of Tower Hamlets residents,
aiming to reach people in spaces where they regularly engaged already.
•G
 etting the environment right: We took efforts to create a relaxed and informal environment where
participants would feel free to speak openly, without fear of judgement.

25

47

community
settings, including
Children’s Centres,
schools and ESOL
classes

1-3

hours in
length

general
workshops

105

Workshops

737

People

39

41

workshops
themed on
the transition
into work

workshops
focussed on
managing a
tenancy

•F
 un and interactive delivery: Sessions were kept light and fun to ensure participants kept engaged and
were likely to be more interested in attending a session.
•F
 lexible, relevant content: We tailored the support to meet the needs of participants, to make any
information meaningful and enable them to apply learning to their own lives.
• Participant-guided sessions: We created more opportunities for focused learning through peer
discussion in workshops and allowing the participant to lead the one-to-one session.
• A holistic approach to support: Sessions considered the clients’ whole situation and how this might
affect finances, as well as emotions linked to the way we manage our money.

3.2.1 What did we do?
In a typical workshop, participants will have:
• Drawn up a simple budget sheet
• Discussed why to save and how to choose savings products
• Considered why people get into debt and what prioritising debt means
• Understood APR and where to get affordable credit
At themed sessions, participants will also have:
• Discussed the costs of moving home, furnishing the house and managing a household budget
• Considered ways of managing changes relating to moving into and out of work
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3.2.2 Who attended our workshops?

83%

90%

70%

25%

20%

Social housing Access to the
tenants
internet at
home

The 18% of workshop participants who consistently rated themselves as ‘poor’ initially across all skills were
more likely to share certain characteristics:

New
tenants

Actively
seeking
work

Between
25-54

Preparing a group
of 184 people
for an upcoming
transition

Only slightly
lower than the
UK average of
84%. ii
A key priority

Adapting

area for the
project

the cost of
their home

63%
Female

37%

23%
Have a
disability

Male

A good level of engagement
for men, a traditionally hardto-reach demographic. 42%
of the employment stream
were male, indicating an
opportunity to engage more
men through this route.

19% under 25 and 11% over
55. Reaching both young
people and those over 55,
particularly through building
relationships with youth
employability programmes.

Significantly above
London statistics
of 14%. Having a
disability is linked to
having to overcome
more money-related
hurdles. iii

Characteristic

In this group

Overall

New tenants

28%

20%

Disability

31%

23%

Female

71%

63%

Private Tenants

24%

10%

These findings are in line with other research into the links between financial and digital exclusion and the
financial challenges faced by private tenants (see Appendix 1).

Pre-tenants vs. new tenants
The project had initially set out to engage ‘pre-tenants’ i.e. those on the social housing waiting list in
advance of being offered a tenancy. However, after numerous efforts it was found that many of these
people had been on the waiting list for a long period (up to a number of years), and did not view a
tenancy as something likely to happen imminently. In addition to this, they largely had little engagement
with the local authority. A combination of these factors meant that this group were very difficult to
engage – particularly around the idea of ‘preparing for a new tenancy’. This led to a shift of focus towards
new tenants whose need to deal with a new tenancy was more immediate, as well as reaching other
local residents who may take on a new tenancy in future.

Figure 1 : Percentage of workshop participants
rating themselves positively across key skills

60%
50%

55%
50%
46%

45%

40%
30%
20%

Before the workshop, participants felt most
secure in their budgeting skills, but across
the board there were clear knowledge
gaps. In particular, only 45% felt that they
knew how to prepare for times of change,
which was an important area for long-term
financial resilience which the workshops
aimed to address (see Figure 1).

10%
0%

15

Products

Budgeting

Finding Help

Preparing For
Times Of Change
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3.2.3 Did the workshops achieve our outcomes?
Through the workshops the project was aiming to achieve improvements in participants’ financial
knowledge and skills, increased motivation and confidence when dealing with finances, and an ability to put
learning into practice.
In this section we will use participants’ ratings of their financial health as well as qualitative data from
participant surveys to evaluate the impact of the workshops on:

These changes were both significant and sustained. Overall, 83% of people had maintained an
improvement in skills at the three to six month follow up, over half of these across three or four of the skill
areas. It is clear from Figure 3 that participants showed dramatic improvements in their ability across all
skills, which had fallen slightly at follow up, but still remained statistically significant.vi
Figure 3: Percentage of participants reporting the ability to perform each skill
Financial products

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Developing skills - “I learned so many things I did not hear about before”

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants
more
are putting
Participants rated
themselves
from -3 to +3 on
eachfeel
skill.
Taking an average ofTenants
the four
skills yields a shift
Tenants
have
motivated and
into practice the skills
improved financial
confident
when
dealine
and
knowledge
theyscale, which
in the distribution
of
these
scores,
leaving
participants
sitting
firmly
in
the
positive
end
of
the
knowledge and skills
with their finances
have learnt
remained stable at follow up (Figure 2).

Figure 2:

Average skillTenants
distrubution
:
have
Before improved financial
knowledge and skills
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before,

Tenants feel more
motivated and
after
and three
to six
confident
when dealine
with their finances

months after

AverageTenants
skill distrubution
:
feel more
motivated and
After confident
when dealine
with their finances

46%

55%

50%

45%

81%

86%

85%

81%

77%

80%

81%

73%

iv

Tenants feel
morebefore and after the
Tenants
are putting
Comparing tenants’
ratings of their financial
health
workshops
there was a
Tenantsoverall
have
motivated and
into practice the skills
improved financial
large increase
in the number of people whoconfident
now feel
able
to navigate the fourand
keyknowledge
skill areas
when
dealine
theyof financial
knowledge and skills
with their finances
have learnt
capability measured within the project: knowledge
of products and services, budgeting,
finding help and advice
when needed and preparing for times of change. v

Tenants have
improved financial
Self-reported
skills
knowledge and skills

Finding help

Before

• Putting

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealing
with their finances

improved financial
knowledge
skills
learning
intoand
practice

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
workshop
and knowledge they
have learnt

Average
skill
distrubution :
Tenants are
putting
into practice the skills
Follow
Up
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Follow up

• Building confidence
and motivation
Tenants have

Budgeting

After

• Developing skills around financial health

Preparing for
times of change

• Comments on financial products and services reflected accessing credit and choosing savings
products.
•A
 bility to budget started from a higher baseline and was best built through practical knowledge,
such as filling out a budgeting sheet.
• When thinking about finding help, participants regularly commented on the websites and useful
information and found the workshop ‘good at raising awareness for services [they] didn’t know
existed’. Many participants have never accessed advice services previously, which is one of the factors
that distinguishes this type of intervention from one-to-one sessions.
• Preparing for times of change was closely linked to the other skills in clients’ minds and to
situations: knowing “How to manage bills, especially when my benefit is stopped for a period of
time”; or “how much I should spend with the right amount of Budget. I also now [sic] how savings are
important, especially for Emergencies and for Rent Bills as well.” Participants also reported improved
understanding of Universal Credit and how to prepare.
There was a strong correlation between how participants rated themselves across these skills after
the workshop (see Appendix 2). This indicates that the workshop strengthened a coherent body of
knowledge for the participants, rather than delivering disparate pieces of information. It also explains
why the amount of change seen across each of the skills were similar – about a 35% increase each
between ‘before’ and ‘after’ - and suggests why this information may have been retained so well three
to six months after a fairly short intervention.
The changes reported by the initially unconfident group were especially dramatic. On average,
participants reported that their skills had improved by over three points, with budgeting increasing
by 3.5 points. This was partially due to the low baseline of skills and corresponded strongly with their
ability to cope with worries and concerns.
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Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Building confidence and motivation - “I felt more confident after coming to a workshop”

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants have dealt with
urgent money problems

Tenants feel more
motivated and

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills

Overall, 77%through
of participants
up three
to six months after attending
a workshop
reported
appropriatewho were followed
confident
when dealine
and knowledge
they
support
with
their
finances
have
learnt
that they felt more confident in managing their money, linked to greater ‘insight’:
“I have more awareness to think about my money.” Workshop participant
This was measured through participants’ self-assessed capacity to deal with concerns around money.
Prior to the session, less than half (45%) said they were confident to deal with concerns (see Figure 4).
This increased to 76% at follow up stage. There was a strong correlation between being able to cope with
worries and concerns about money and the four key capability skills, indicating that this confidence is at
least partially based on skill level.

However, confidence in and of itself does not necessarily lead to behaviour change, which is why motivation
is critical. For many, the workshop had communicated both their potential to manage their money and its
importance for them. Often this was directly linked to challenging common attitudes towards money and
the group setting which modelled how to talk about money:

“

I found this workshop enlightening and
also reassuring. It also gives you an
incentive to get on top of your finances.
[I feel] less fearful.

th
Sally For

After
Follow up

Negative
Neutral
Positive
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“

“

Before

“

Since coming to the workshop, things have
changed. I’m always looking for more
ways I can save. Now back in work, I have
found that I am better with my finances,
whereas I didn’t previously think [sic] about
where my money was going. I now question
whether things are a need or a want and
this has helped.

Figure 4 : Dealing with concerns about money

“

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

“

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

I’ve become more self-confident about
talking money and open about giving
advice to others. I’ve started sharing my
experiences.
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Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Putting learning into practice -

Tenants feel more
motivated and
“staying
inwhen
control
of
confident
dealine
with their finances

my spending”

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants have
improved financial
and skills workshops,
onknowledge
from attending

Tenants feel more
motivated and
when dealine
83%confident
of participants
reported
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
some
of the things they
have learnt

Following
putting
had
learnt into practice, across a range of areas. Figure 5 displays the most significant change participants reported
through the follow-up questionnaire comments that they had undertaken since attending a workshop:
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Figure 5: Most significant change for workshop participants after six months

Coping in times of change

Tenants have
improved financial
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knowledge and skills

advice

Managing debt
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with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Practical changes to reduce living costs
Budgeting
urgent money problems
through appropriate
support

Saving

Managing money and staying in control

Managing well day-to-day: “I’ve learnt to keep track of things more and sometimes say no or do something
else!”’
Many of the workshop survey respondents and the tenants we interviewed at the end of the project reported
that they had continued to keep a budget and appraise it, particularly once they practised this in the workshop:
“I decided to do on line banking, which helps me to keep tract of my accounts. I am more in control of my
finance, after attending your workshop. [sic]”
“I note down all my expenses to evaluate where I spend the most and where I can cut down on”
Attention to the small things: “Keep ahold of your pennies, as the pennies look after the pounds”
Participants mentioned implementing a wide range of very specific changes. Most common was reducing energy
usage or adapting shopping habits in practical ways.
“I have learnt how to budget outgoing bills as well as energy saving. By switching off lights when not using it helps my
energy. It has proven brilliant from the money advice workshop how to save money weekly and monthly.”
“I go shopping with Mum and get offers together and split the costs, or friends will spot offers and get things
in for all of us then we split the cost.”
Participants were encouraged to think about small changes which could add up to make a significant difference
and finding strategies for the times we are likely to spend more. Evidence from the feedback given suggests this
was key for people to think that making savings was possible for them.
Building financial resilience: “If I save some money from time to time, I can use that money to help me in the
future”
Starting to save was one of the stronger themes in discussion feedback received from workshop participants
who felt they had “learnt how to manage my money and save more money than ever”.

Feeling better about money

Tenants have dealt
with
Awareness
of spending
habits

The qualitative feedback unpicked how these changes were put into practice.

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Understanding situations in which having savings was beneficial (e.g. a broken down washing machine, family
birthdays) supported an increased motivation to save, but this was only made possible by being able to reduce
expenditure to free up money to save. For instance, one participant’s significant actions were:
• curtailing phone bills
• curtailing retail therapy
• reinvestment of saved money
Using and sharing new knowledge

The most common areas
where significant changes
were made were:

• Managing well day-to-day through budgeting and feeling able to
manage money and stay in control – 71% reported having begun to
budget in some way
• Attention to the small things, through reducing living costs and
awareness of spending habits - 45% of participants had taken some
action to reduce their living costs
• Building financial resilience through saving - 29% reported this as
having been their most significant change

Halima* attended a Getting on with Money workshop. “Before I didn’t have an idea about money but one day the
trainer came into our group”. The workshop enabled Halima to assess her expenses. It helped her with everyday
ways of spending money, such as shopping – now she only shops once a week and tries to save where she can;
“Even if you can save one pound it DOES help”.
Her biggest saving was with energy costs. “I cut down on kettle usage and put the heating on a timer –
I didn’t realise I could do that before, or even that the knob on the heater turned it off. Now I put foil behind the
radiator and turn off the heating when I’m out of the home: I’m now saving £20 a week!”
She has since communicated the way she is budgeting to her children too: “I have a plan with my children – I
promised one month to buy for my son and then the next time for my daughter. I talked to them and was open,
so they knew what was happening and understood.”
Because this knowledge has made such a difference to her, Halima wants to tell others in a similar position about
saving money: “I have a fridge sticker about money on my fridge – so when people come round
I give advice to them. I have more confidence to talk to people – passing on what I’ve learnt.”
*Names have been changed for all participant case studies throughout this report
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3.2.4 What worked?

Fun and interactive delivery

A proactive approach to engagement
Fun activities were used to promote services, to avoid the stigma that can be associated with money. There
was a variety in age, gender, health concerns and internet confidence; and nearly half of participants were
new tenants or seeking work – all of which suggests that the project had reached an appropriate audience,
despite the challenges associated with recruitment.

“

“

Halima’s experience displays how closely the three outcomes are linked and contribute to improving
individuals’ financial health. To explore this further and get to the heart of what worked, it is important to
understand how Getting on with Money’s approach supported or frustrated these outcomes. Our learning
throughout the project indicates a number of factors about workshops that helped to make them successful.

Sessions were run to engage learners in a fun way, undertaking activities which made them think, but were
also interactive:
“Definitely I didn’t want to lecture. For learning to be most
effective, I believe it has to be engaging and interactive. Having
practical activities to do was the best way for people to take the
information away and apply it to themselves. They recognised
themselves in the case studies, and I was very conscious of
making the examples and discussions relevant to them.”
Juliana, Getting on with Money Employment Coordinator

Where workshops were presented as mandatory – particularly by housing providers as tenants were
moving in, attendance levels were also much higher.

This was valued by participants, with almost a third of the 65 survey comments mentioning the way the
workshop was delivered and the fact this suited their needs, talking about the session as being ‘fun’ and
‘enjoyable’, and the trainers as ‘friendly’ or ‘passionate’.

Getting the environment right

Flexible, relevant content

Getting on with Money trainers were very aware of how personal and emotionally fraught money is for
people. In response to this, they aimed to make workshops as inclusive as possible, which was noted
by participants: ‘the trainer was attentive to the views/circumstances of the group and inclusive of all’.
Discussions were kept to case studies or theoretical questions, aiming to avoid forcing people to talk about
their own finances, but creating space for this to happen if learners were comfortable:

Over half of the survey comments from participants discussed how useful, informative or helpful the
workshops were. Clients valued the information they were given because it was “simply explained” and
fitted with the concerns they had in their lives:

“

I was in denial about money before, didn’t want to acknowledge the reality that money can be
a friend or enemy depending on how you use it. Being able to speak about money openly in a
group and feeling contained through confidentiality, I feel less anxious and nervous about it.
Talking openly might help avoid making wrong decisions about money

“

“


“Loved the session – all one needs to know when moving home and all other relevant information.” 		
The total extent of participant suggestions to improve the session consisted of four clients asking for
a longer session and three making requests for some specific information. Together with the delivery,
the information delivered created a recipe for effective learning and therefore the application of small
achievable changes, as evidenced in the outcomes.

“

“This has been the best workshop delivered around money matters. Other workshops
have been hired to support tenants keeping interested, but today everyone was involved
and they all felt they came away learning something they did not already know.”

Community Development Worker
Participant-guided sessions

Workshop participants often fed back that they valued having the space to hear from their peers –
‘a chance to hear other people’s experiences’ in terms of how they managed their money:

“Take on board other people’s wise money saving choices and act on them – that last part is the crucial part.”
		
This helped sessions feel more accessible. Anecdotally, people mentioned that the tips they heard from
each other were the ones that engaged them most. Trainers found that pre-existing groups often worked
best: participants were more likely to share their experiences openly from the outset.
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3.2.5 What was more challenging?

3.2.6 Workshop summary			
Figure 6 – Workshop summary figures

A proactive approach to engagement
Despite managing to involve hard-to-reach groups and extending our reach by the end of the project,
engagement remained a challenge. The project experimented with offering regular sessions at local venues
which clients could be referred into or self-refer. However, as most clients’ interest stemmed from the fact
they were currently experiencing problems, most preferred one-to-one support. There was slightly higher
uptake where the workshops were presented as an ‘adult learning’ opportunity.

83%

77%

83%

When running workshops in community settings, it could often take a long time to schedule a workshop,
and these often needed to be cancelled at the last minute for a variety of reasons including staff absence,
other events happening or low take up among clients.
Sustained engagement and referrals
Sessions were generally performed on a one-off basis, so although 49% of people stated that they would
be interested in further activities on the feedback form this did not necessarily translate into sustained
engagement. Knowing that there could be a need for further referrals to more specialist and one-to-one
advice, trainers generally tried to stay around at the end to encourage participants to talk to them if they

Improved knowledge
& skills

Improved confidence
in managing money

Taking action

Workshops resulted in sustained improvements in skills and knowledge and confidence and
motivation.
Most importantly this translated into action – participants took actions to improve their financial health
that had a positive impact on their lives.
The approach we took supported this outcome by:
• Helping us to engage with hard to reach groups
• Keeping people engaged with the workshop
• Making sure that people learnt things that were relevant and applicable to their situation.
These sessions were a great opportunity to build skills and engage participants in thinking about how
they could manage their money in a way that worked better for them and helped them to build a
safety net for future problems. The sessions weren’t designed for long-term involvement and future
programmes could build follow up into this service. As one participant commented on implementing
their new understanding to ‘manage money well’, ‘it has worked!’
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3.3 One-to-one sessions - Building preventative learning

3.3.2 Who attended our one-to-one sessions?

This section considers the one-to-one sessions facilitated by Getting on with Money – their reach, the
outcomes they supported for participants and what we learnt about what worked and what didn’t.

36

new tenants

72

59

advice-related
clients

105

people

9

people
referred or
signposted
further

different
types of
resources

1-2

hours in
length

3

trainers

3.3.1 What did we do?
One-to-ones were individualised money management sessions. The focus of
these sessions was on encouraging participants to reflect on their financial
health and to explore strategies to prevent financial problems or avoid falling
back into difficulties. One-to-one sessions used budgeting sheets and one-toone forms as tools to start conversations with participants and to generate
discussion about financial health. Usually, specific actions to take forward after
the session were identified with participants.

“

“

34%

34%

15%

85%

67%

33%

Social Housing
Tenants

Digitally
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New
Tenants

Requiring
Language
Support

Between
25-54
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Male

Other
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as squatting
and living
in a refuge,
indicated
further points
of transition

Very low Meeting people
levels of
at a key point of
digital
transition
confidence
amongst
participants,
pointing to
knowledge
gaps.

Topic

Workshops

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Precentage Of
Sessions

One-to-ones

50%

Figure 7: One-to-one session content
Percentage Of
Sessions

Budgeting Plans

61% Using The Internet

12%

Energy Costs

49% Home Contents Insurance

10%

Problem Debt

39% Bills & Charges

7%

Benefits

38% Credit Unions

6%

Furnishing The Home

31% Banking Products

5%

Accessing Credit

21% Employment

4%

Savings

18% Childcare

1%

Pension

13%

Financial
products

Budgeting

46%
Have A
Disability

Engaging both men and
women
Pointing towards the
relationship between
financial health and
physical
and mental
A larger percentage in the
health
working age category than with
workshops

60%

The content of sessions varied significantly according to client-identified needs,
although they began in the same fashion, by running through a diagnostic
sheet and initiating conversation about the topics highlighted there. The areas
that were covered in sessions are set out in Figure 7.
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85%

Figure 8: Self-reported ability for workshop and one-to-one
participants across key skills

I feel like I’ve sat down and helped them re-evaluate their
finances and how to manage them. I’ve given them food for
thought. It’s more about being in control, having clarity on
why they were not able to save money before. Afterwards they
have plenty of resources to look back on and actions to pursue.
Mokshuda, Getting on with Money Trainer

Topic

One-to-ones took place with either clients who were referred or self-referred for money management
support, or with new tenants at the time they were taking on responsibility for a property. As a result, many of
these clients had underlying money problems and had sought help because they felt things were slipping out
of control: ‘money was a massive issue’, but they hadn’t necessarily made the link to money management. The
range of the preoccupations of the clients is displayed in the content of the sessions covered, above.

Finding help

These clients reported less
positively on their skills and
knowledge around money, and
were generally less confident
than workshop clients (see figure
8). This was particularly the case
for those who were referred
via an advice route rather than
those who were taking on a new
property, potentially a mixture of
perception and because at a crisis
point things are more likely to be
going wrong with your money.

Preparing for
times of change

3.3.3 Did the one-to-one sessions achieve our outcomes?
The one-to-ones aimed to provide tailored money management advice for a purpose. In this
section we will use qualitative data supported by participants’ ratings of their financial health
to evaluate the impact of the one-to-one sessions on:
• Developing skills around financial health
• Enabling specialist referrals
• Building confidence and motivation
• Putting learning into practice
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•A
 coherent body of knowledge - widening clients’ perspective about money through the session.
For one participant, the most helpful thing about the session was “The knowledge and information
[the trainer] provided - about everything - e.g. even your fridge and how that costs money on energy
bills”
This still points towards a possible need for further support, especially in terms of ensuring
preparation for times of change.
Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

confident when dealine
with their finances

knowledge and skills

and knowledge they
have learnt

This increase was relatively equal across three of the skill levels we measured, but ‘preparing for times of change’ showed a
much smaller growth. All changes were statistically significant . Participants also reported smaller improvement in these key
skills compared to workshop candidates, which may be due to the fact that often they were focussed on particular situations
due to the way clients were referred. Those experiencing a crisis may have experienced a knock in their self-confidence. This
hypothesis is explored in Appendix 3.
Tenants have dealt with
urgent money problems
through appropriate
support

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Figure 9: Change in self-reported ability across key skills for one-to-one participants
80%
70%
60%

Before

50%

Follow Up

40%

20%
10%

Products

Budgeting

Finding Help

Preparing For
Times Of Change

• Financial products and services – the area which increased the most.
•B
 udgeting - ‘It gave me greater insight into how to manage my money and use it best.’ Improvements in
this area are likely to be linked to the tools used in the intervention, such as the budgeting form, focussing
clients’ minds on their own income and outgoings. 55% of advice one-to-one clients were encouraged to
keep a spending diary at home.
• Finding help – Many participants highlighted the usefulness of information and leaflets given on this topic,
connecting it to the future planning. “The session was definitely helpful. It was something really good,
particularly alerting people to what’s out there. This advice and support is worth it. Getting people ready to
face the future is vital.”
• Preparing for times of change –Perhaps it is not surprising that this skill changed least, as aside from
having the ability to save and access credit, many were unable to build a safety net due to debt repayments
and tight budgets.
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Enabling specialist referrals, creating strong foundations for other outcomes
Tenants have
improved financial
became
apparent that
knowledge and skills

to specialist
Tenants feel more Figure 10 : Referrals
Tenants
are putting
motivated and one-to-one sessions
into practice the skills
sessions
confident when dealine
and knowledge they
with their finances
have learnt

It soon
one-to-one
were producing an additional positive outcome for
clients, compared to the project’s initial conception
– referrals to specialist services such as debt and
Tenants feel more
Tenants
have
welfare benefits
advice.
improved financial
knowledge
and skills
of these referrals,

services in

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

motivated and
confident when dealine
hadwith their finances

As a result
participants
over £10,000 of debt written off and others
stabilised through payment plans, had their
income maximised through appropriate benefits
Tenants feel more
Tenants have
applications, improved
started financial
a digital inclusion course, motivated and
confident when dealine
knowledge and skills
found employment and received immigration with their finances
advice. All participants contacted at follow up had
progressed in these situations, indicating that this
outcome had been achieved with significant results
Tenants feel more
Tenants have
for clients. improved
motivated and
financial

ix

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

NoneTenants
- 31% are putting

knowledge and skills

confident when dealine
their finances
Supportwith
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into practice the skills
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have
average
of learnt
£1,161

Tenants have
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knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
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confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Overall, 14 clients received Crisis and
£16,259, an
each to support with furnishing their new home. If this had been taken out as credit, it could have
cost these clients £73.39 per month for two years from the local credit union, or £120 per month
for a hire purchase scheme. One participant said: ‘I had nothing, I didn’t have the means to buy
anything. You’ve helped me to get the things.’

30%

0%

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Digital inclusion

85% of people stated improvements in their
knowledge and skills after attending
a one-to-one. Participants
Tenants feel more
Tenants are putting
Tenants have
motivated
and
into
practice
the
skills
increased their
ability in
all four key skills three to six months after the session (see Figure 9).
improved
financial

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Immigration

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
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Grant funding for energy bills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

vii

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealing
with their finances

Crisis and support grant

Building knowledge and skills – “a good talk, which explained all the different options to me”

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Employment

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Specialist debt advice

Tenants feel more
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confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Building confidence and motivation: “Often it’s when things change that you think about changing”
Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

The session improved clients’ confidence in managing money. At the start of the session, less than
two in five (38%) felt able to cope with money worries, while more than half (56%) reported that they could
cope three to six months later. However, this is still significantly lower than what is reported by workshop
Tenants have dealt with
Tenants feel more
Tenants are putting
attendees. urgent
For those
still
receiving advice, they were
still some
way from being able
to manage
their finances
money
problems
motivated
and
into practice
the skills
through appropriate
confident when dealine
and knowledge they
in the way they wanted
to. This could be an obstacle to any more significant improvements in confidence.
support
with their finances

have learnt
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Many had felt somewhat helpless in their situation when they first came to the session, but reported feeling
more able to actively engage in their finances
following
on from this. After consistently
starting from a level
Tenants
feel more
Tenants are putting
Tenants have
motivated and
into practice the skills
improved
financial
of low wellbeing directly related to their financial
situation – a typical response
from new tenants was “I was
confident when dealine
and knowledge they
knowledge and skills
with their
finances
learnt
really stressed as I had no savings” - participants’
main
change of emotions washave
relief
at their key issues
being sorted.

“I looked it up myself, best energy supplier. The one that came up the cheapest I moved on to that one. I
would say I saved about £10 a month on electric. Instead of 3 monthly I get monthly. So instead of paying
£100 or whatever every three months, get it monthly and its £20. It’s easier to afford £20 than 100 and
something.” One-to-one participant

Motivation was built firstly through awareness about money and secondly through a focus on key actions
Tenants are putting
and activitiesTenants
that the
client could perform: Tenants feel more
have

Participants were very clear on the actions they wanted to take and these manageable actions often
accumulated to save significant amounts of money. In the session, clients’ income and outgoings had been
comprehensively assessed, and they had a range of specific and personalised ways to cut costs.

improved financial

motivated and

into practice the skills
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confident when dealine
knowledge they
knowledge
skills
“I walked out
of theand
one-to-one
being more
mindful of [money... It brought and
it more
to the forefront of my
with their finances
have learnt
mind…I was aware of [ways to save money] before but taking a course sort of pushes you a bit more and
focus myself. If I apply it regularly then I can save money, but I need to work on being consistent.” 		
One-to-one participant

Putting learning into practice: “it’s better to know you’re saving money rather than wasting it”

Tenants feel more
Tenants have
motivated and
improved financial
when dealine
knowledge
and skillsaction-oriented, confident
One-to-ones
were highly
with most
seeking
with their finances

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
session
in order to
have learnt

to attend the
change their
financial situation somehow. This is borne out in the follow-up survey results, with 92% of participants
taking action following on from the session.
All participants interviewed had improved the way they managed their money from day-to-day – such as
through budgeting and reducing their living costs – and they all had plans for their money in the future.
Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Practical budgeting – “I am sticking

Tenants feel more
motivated and
confident when dealine
with
their finances
to my
monthly
budget

and the

Tenants are putting
into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt
session helped
a lot for

this.”

Many participants mentioned unprompted that from the session they had begun to budget, in clear,
specific ways well-suited to their requirements. Clients particularly mentioned sticking to their monthly
expenditure sheet, but one had prepared an Excel spreadsheet, another wrote every purchase down and a
third used online banking to ‘budget properly’.
Tenants feel more
Tenants are putting
Tenants have
improved financial
knowledge and skills

Empowering and challenging

motivated and
confident when dealine
actionswith their finances

into practice the skills
and knowledge they
have learnt

Similarly to workshop clients, reducing living costs focussed around changing shopping habits, ‘looking for
special offers and the cheapest option’ and managing energy costs, a concern as half had utility debts.
“Shopping? Yes, we are trying to go shopping at more of the little cheapy places as opposed to [the big
supermarkets]. You notice there is a big difference if you do go shop at [smaller places].”
Tenants have dealt with
Tenants feel more
Tenants are putting
One-to-one
participant
urgent
money problems
motivated and
into practice the skills
through appropriate
confident when dealine
and knowledge they
However, participants
totheir
take
more challenging and far-reaching
support were much more likely
with
finances
have learnt actions such
as changing their tariff, mobile phone, internet and TV contracts and assessing other products, such as
insurance and bank accounts. One participant challenged his energy supplier on their high cost of his
estimated bills, which altered his bill by £100; another switched his supplier:
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Adding up the changes
Rahim* was a new tenant who attended the one-to-one session after being referred by his housing
provider. When asked what he’d learnt about budgeting in the session, he said: “It made me realise
how much my income is and how much my outgoing is, because I don’t really do weekly accounting…
It was alright, until she told me how much I’m spending, and then I thought ‘hang on a minute!’ It
made me realise – now I know why I was overdrawn. Now I’ve got more knowledge and understand
budgeting a bit more better than how I used to after that course. For example, instead of smoking 20
cigarettes, I buy 10 cigarettes. Instead of jumping on a bus or a train for a couple of stops, you walk
it.” Rahim’s attitude to money also changed – he stopped ‘spending money on unnecessary things’,
such as buying too much food at the supermarket and then throwing it away, in order to save.
Since attending the session, Rahim has changed his energy provider, reduced his energy usage and
ended an expensive TV contract. When asked how much he’d saved from the changes he had made,
Rahim told us, “About £100 a month. That’s all the little bits and pieces put together.”

Plans for the future – ‘It has helped me to save more and taught me how to save’
The project had successfully communicated the importance of planning for the future and in particular the
need for saving. Participants made efforts for this to happen, but difficult circumstances often made this
challenging. For some, these savings were very limited, or needed to be postponed due to lack of money to
put aside. This was often linked to debts or high living costs:
“I save up for things before I get them, I don’t get things on credit. Having said that, I don’t have much in
the way of savings because we are on a low income.”
“Saving any sort of money at the moment is really difficult, with the debt and having to pay the full rent
amount, saving is not an option. At this rate, it may take up another 2 years before I can start saving”.
However, despite these challenges, a number of participants had started using their day-to-day savings to
put money aside, one joining a credit union to make best use of this.

Saving for a purpose
Selina* attended a new tenants’ session after moving into a new property. This was the first time she
was taking on responsibility for a property of her own. “When I came to this country my husband kept
me away from the financial aspect of life. We have separated recently which enabled my entitlement to
managing my children’s benefit.” Selina is aiming to move into employment and has started trying to save
money from her benefit following the session. She hopes to be able to save enough to visit her family
abroad and has already saved enough to apply for her passport through adding up the ‘bits and bobs’.
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3.3.4 What worked?

3.3.5 What was more challenging?

One-to-ones were effective in achieving their intended outcomes, though in slightly different ways to the
workshops. Reflection on the approach of the project is useful to fully understand this.

A proactive approach to engagement

A proactive approach to engagement
The project had built in referrals from a wide range of partners, including the JobCentre, employment support
organisations, housing providers, community organisations and a range of advice providers. The project reached
an audience from diverse sources, evident in the demography of clients.

There was a relatively high rate of non-attendance to one-to-one sessions. Often this was linked to the other
things that clients had going on in their lives. Attendance was improved using reminder texts and calls and
ensuring that the person who booked in the appointment was the same person who would be delivering the
session. This helped to build a more personal rapport.
As the service was delivered from 9 to 5, it was difficult to reach those who were in daytime work, and there is no
evening money management service currently available in the borough. During some initial phone calls, however,
clients were referred to evening services for other support needs.

Getting the environment right
Clients often remarked on the demeanour of the staff member delivering one-to-one sessions (“a good listener”,
“understanding and reassuring”, “absolutely lovely”) and the fact that this enabled them to open up. Staff aimed
to maintain a supportive and non-judgmental approach, particularly when assessing clients’ spending – avoiding
moral judgments on where money was going. Often this entailed taking into account the fact that cutting
spending or making changes in certain areas could cause stress, particularly in a difficult period. This had real
results: one client, for instance, disclosed his debts, which he had kept hidden from a previous advice agency.

Getting the environment right
Many of those who were referred had previously experienced (or were still experiencing) cycles of debt and
other money problems. The service was initially designed to offer light-touch one-off interventions, but in these
instances it was important to check in again with clients to see how things were going. 29% of clients followed up
were then referred again to support to navigate their way through further challenges.
Participant-guided sessions

Flexible, relevant content
In many cases, one-to-ones happened at the point where tenants were going through a transition of some
kind. Often they were finding this quite stressful and were making new and potentially difficult decisions.
Clients valued receiving what they felt was ‘the right information at the right time’.
Timely intervention
Nabeela* was a new tenant moving into a new property. She had no savings for the move and still had
utility debts from her previous address. Needing to furnish the property, Nabeela had made plans to take
out a loan straight after the session. During the session she was informed that she may be eligible for grant
funding. The trainer also discussed credit and its long term costs with Nabeela.
She was referred for support to apply for a grant and was successful in receiving £1,305 to cover furniture
costs. Nabeela was “really pleased with the help and the outcome of the application. If the grant wasn’t
offered, I would have been forced to resorting to the finance option. This would result in an increase of
monthly expenditure and add interest, so I’m thankful”.
To avoid relying on credit in the future, Nabeela is keeping a regular spending diary and trying to put a small
amount of money aside each month.
A holistic approach to support
The sessions didn’t just focus on one money management area – for example, developing skills or knowledge –
but looked at a bigger picture. This took into account the interconnection between events in a client’s life and
their financial situation, as well as the interlinkage between different areas of finances, such as the difficulties in
saving money without first reducing expenditure. Feedback suggested that this made the information covered
both comprehensive and in-depth: both “detailed” and “all the information you could need to move home”.
Participant-guided sessions
There was more potential to personalise the content of one-to-ones than workshops. This meant that
clients could guide the focus to their own areas of interest. Participants consistently expressed relief that
their key issues had been successfully dealt with in the session.
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For those experiencing significant financial problems such as debt or receiving incorrect benefits, it could be difficult for
them to think about how they manage their money. Money management support was sometimes then provided after
referrals, once clients had a better idea of their likely income or payment plans, and their major worries had been allayed.

3.3.6 One-to-one summary
One-to-ones were effective in achieving their outcomes, adding preventative learning at a key moment in time for clients.
They were more likely to lead to more challenging and significant changes for participants than workshops.
However, they were less likely to leave participants feeling empowered to deal with changes in the future. This
seems to be due to a variety of factors, including client’s own self-confidence, and points to an opportunity for
further support embedded into the follow up process.
One-to-one summary

69%

85%

92%

Referrals to
other services

Improved
knowledge and skills

Taking action

Crucial elements to achieving
these outcomes were:

• A non-judgemental approach
• Relating the sessions to what people were concerned about
• A strong network of specialist support to refer into and resolve
urgent issues - to enable people to focus on money management
and making things easier going forward.
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3.4 What did this mean for individuals?
Our outcomes aimed for people to take actions around their financial health – and there is clear
evidence that they have been achieved across our work with individuals. However, the ultimate goal of
this was that these actions would have positive impacts on their lives. This section explores the wider
impacts of these sessions on people’s lives.

The impact of financial health on other areas of life
Often the cumulative effect of their changes is understood by participants through improved personal
wellbeing x . Changing the way they manage their money has resulted in many participants being able
to manage where before they found this a struggle, ultimately resulting in them feeling better about
themselves and transforming their relationship with money.

A holistic assessment – continued

The impacts that people value the most
If financial health is unique, then the knowledge, confidence and actions arising from these sessions have to
be made relevant for each individual, applied to their own circumstances. Hence this makes impacts difficult
to measure. However, a thematic analysis of participants’ feedback shows that the main impact valued by
the participants themselves, recurring throughout this discussion, was the feeling of being in control. Other
themes included:

Before the session, Paolo felt that “My left hand didn’t know what my right hand was doing at the
time… I used to get all depressed and feeling down.” After the session and referrals to appropriate
support, Paolo is feeling more in control of his finances, and this has had an impact about how
he feels about life in general: “Nowadays I don’t worry about what I owe in arrears. I am very
comfortable… I worry less.”

• New abilities to make money work for them
• Understanding about their relationship with money
• Problems halted
• The tangible rewards of action
• Changing their interaction with others around money

“Overall this project helped me see light at the end of the tunnel, and I will
be coming back to seek more advice and support in the future if required.”
One-to-one participant

This list displays how a relatively short interaction can indeed have a long-lasting impact when it can work
holistically, on many levels. Aside from the monetary benefits that people saw in their bank account or
balance sheet, many of the consequences of the ability and practice of controlling your money have longlasting impacts which build resilience.

Preventative habits with long-term impacts
Providing an individual with the ability to save is calculated to have a net value to society of £2,155 .
Of the 842 participants, 29% were newly equipped to save and had put this into practice. This leads to
an estimated £440,000 in social value, reflecting costs averted through individuals practising financially
healthy habits and becoming more resilient for the future. Many of the impacts overleaf would also
have social value, but currently lack appropriate to robustly establish this figure.

The impact of improving one area of your finances on other areas
A holistic assessment – Part One
Paolo* was referred to a one-to-one session by his housing provider because he was struggling with
his bills. He worked through his expenditure with the trainer and looked for areas where he could
reduce spending: “Before I never sat down to see how much money I had coming in and how much I
had going out. She told me, for example, my mobile fee is very high, I can bring it down… That could
save me £30 or more a month. My water and electricity is a lot lower than before.” Paolo has also
changed the dates he pays his bills to avoid overdraft fees. During the course of the session, he was
also referred to other services at the Bromley by Bow Centre, which led him to receive a grant for a
fridge, the right welfare benefits for him, utility debts managed and involvement in the community.
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Section 4 - Working with Organisations
This chapter:
4.1 Gives an overview of our work with organisations including

Chapter 4: Work with Organisations
The second major part of Getting on with Money’s work was working with organisations. This related to the
second of the intended aims of the project:
To enable housing and employment support providers to improve their impact on tenants’ and
service users’ financial health

4.2 Evaluates support provided through the FIHCO and Action plans
4.3 Evaluates support provided through staff training

And the related outcomes:

4.4 Evaluates support provided to change practice
4.5 Evaluates the overall approach the project took to working with organisations
4.6 Summarises the overall impact of the project’s work with organisations

Understanding

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Sections 4.2 to 4.4 consider:
• What were we trying to achieve?
• What did we do?

•Organisations have a clear understanding of how they affect the financial health of their tenants or
service users

• What were the impacts for clients of this work?

•Organisations have a clear sense of purpose and direction around financial health

• What worked?

• Staff have improved financial health knowledge and skills

• What was more challenging?

•Organisations and their staff implement changes to practice to have a more positive impact on the
Understanding
Staff Skills
Changing Practice
Direction
financial health of tenants or service users

Understanding

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

The project aimed to achieve these outcomes through a Financial Inclusion Health Check (FIHCO), action
planning, staff training and changes to practice, though the exact nature of the support provided varied
Understanding
Staff Skills
Changing Practice
Direction
from organisation to organisation.
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4.1 An overview of our work with organisations
4.1.1 Our approach

Why did organisations get involved with Getting on with Money?

The project’s approach to working with organisations shifted significantly over the course of the project.
Initially, there was quite a strong idea about what ‘good practice’ might look like, and the path that
organisations would need to take to improve. Over time, the team found that there were a number of
elements that were important if real change was to happen and these informed the project’s approach:
•Ensuring organisational ownership: The organisation needs to lead the changes they make and be
motivated to see them through.
•Being an independent presence: Getting on with Money’s role was to provide an independent view and
provide additional support to encourage this ownership.
•Responding to need: Changes need to respond to a clear need as identified by staff, service users and/or
organisational data. This needs to be clearly understood by everyone involved.
• Involving staff and service users: Service users and staff at all levels of the organisation need to be
involved in determining what needs to be done.
•Being flexible: It is important that for each organisation what is implemented is tailored to their situation
and what will work for them, rather than taking a one size fits all approach.

Organisations found the project fitted in with the wider context they were working in. For both types
of organisation, helping people manage the changes associated with the move to Universal Credit and
welfare reform changes was a priority. Organisations felt that Getting on with Money would help to prepare
residents for changes and mitigate some of the potential risk to revenue through loss of rental income:
“Welfare reform was very high on the agenda at that point. It fitted in with our preparation with how we
would respond to the impact on our residents.”
Head of Housing, Housing Provider
The changes in environment due to welfare reforms were also causing organisations to review their internal
policies and procedures and organisations reported that Getting on with Money complemented this
process:
“We were in the process of looking at our own financial inclusion strategy. When we were approached
to get involved with this project we thought it was an opportunity to know where we were… for our
residents. Using the FIHCO report to review our own processes [we could] see where we were and what
sort of things we could do to improve.”		
Head of Income, Housing Provider

• P
 roviding practical support: The project ensured each organisation was equipped with tangible outputs
and resources, to make financial health visible, concrete and relevant to their work
As a result of this learning, the project took more of a facilitative role to support organisations in their
journey to improving their impact on service users’ financial health. As a result of this, it was hoped that
staff would be more invested in the changes they made and the outcomes would be more sustainable.

4.1.2 Who did we work with?
In total, the project worked with 27
organisations: 14 housing providers and
13 employment support organisations to
improve their practice around supporting
the financial health of their tenants or service
users.

27

Organisations

14

Housing

13

Employment

Where did organisations start from?
The organisations who worked with the project to conduct a FIHCO of their organisation had thought
about their impact on service users’ financial health to varying degrees. Some were just at the start of their
journey thinking about this area:
“I personally struggle to understand all the changes in the welfare system and currently feel ill equipped
to advise our service users. Yet it is one of the areas I get asked to help with the most!”
Project Manager, Employment support organisation
Others were already actively engaging in financial health work. This was particularly the case for housing
providers who had been reflecting on this area in light of pressures they were experiencing around Welfare
Reform. As a result, many had created financial inclusion teams or were implementing financial inclusion
strategies.
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4.2 FIHCOs and Action plans
4.2.1 What were we trying to achieve?
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4.2.3 What were the outcomes of FIHCOs and Action Plans for organisations?

Changing Practice

Organisations
have a clear understanding
of how
they affect the
financial health of their
Understanding
Staff Skills
Changing Practice
Direction
tenants or service users

Through the FIHCOs and Action Plans we were aiming to achieving the following outcomes:
• Organisations have a clear understanding of how they affect the financial health of their tenants
Understanding
Staff Skills
Changing Practice
Direction
or service users

Staff Skills

Direction

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Key themes in interviews with staff suggest that the FIHCO and Action Plan did have a significant impact on
how they understood the organisation’s influence on people’s financial health. In particular staff identified
Understanding
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Changing Practice
Direction
key benefits to be:

• Organisations have a clear sense of purpose and direction around financial health
Understanding

Understanding

Changing Practice

Understanding the implications of the organisation’s activities on financial health:
• An overview
of what was happening
in relation to financialStaff
health
Understanding
Skills across the organisation.
Changing Practice
Direction

Understanding

Staff Skills

Direction

• Identifying gaps in support where tenants or clients may receive a lower level of support, or gaps in
engagement between different teams or stages of support.

Changing Practice

4.2.2 What we did: FIHCOs and Action Plans
The Toynbee Hall Financial Inclusion Health Check for Organisations (FIHCO) supports organisations to ask ‘what impact are
Understanding
Staffon
Skills
Changing
Practice
we having on the
financial health of serviceDirection
users?’ FIHCOs were built
the understanding
that organisational
policy and
practice can have a significant impact on the financial health of its service users, and this can be both positive and negative.
FIHCOs involved Getting on with Money staff conducting a series of informal conversations with management, staff and
Understanding
Staff Skills
Practice
service users from
across an organisation.Direction
The purpose of the conversations
was to learnChanging
about how
organisations were
currently supporting their service users, to identify good practice and what could work better, as well as any staff ideas for
improvements.
This information
that was then drawn together
into a report, whichStaff
wasSkills
used as a basis forChanging
the organisation
to create an
Understanding
Practice
Direction
action plan to meet the recommendations they wanted to take forward. Getting on with Money assisted organisations
to create action plans by facilitating discussion workshops based on the findings of the report. As actions were put into
practice, the planning element was reviewed and continued throughout the project through regular updates and meetings.
Understanding
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12

10

22

FIHCOsUnderstanding

Changing Practice

stages to
complete
Staff Skillsthe
FIHCO and action
plan

employment
Direction
support
organisations

• Confirmation that the organisation was moving in the right direction: Reaffirming focus and helping
to increase support for direction of travel.
• Raising the
profile of financial health
across the organisation:
Understanding
Staff Skills Starting an organisation-wide
Changing Practice
Direction
conversation about financial health.
• Involving everyone in the organisation’s approach to financial health: Including staff at all levels and
in all partsUnderstanding
of the organisation to layDirection
the groundwork for a holistic
approach to clients’
financial health.
Staff Skills
Changing Practice
• New ideas provided to address any gaps, from staff’s practical expertise and the project’s experience

Understanding

14

pages average
length of a FIHCO
Changing Practice
report

“The most significant
Understanding
thing that Getting on
with Money did was confirm
we are moving in the right
direction”
Understanding

Income Services Manager,
Housing Provider
Understanding

Understanding
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Direction to financial health:
Considering
the organisation’s approach
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Over
500

Staff Skills

conversations with
staff andChanging
service
Practice
users
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“The FIHCO is a great tool as it does
comprehensively assess the system we
Staff Skills
Direction
have in place. They looked at our own
CRM system, the system we use when
people come through our door to assess
their
needs and skills and confidence
level,
Staff Skills
Direction
understanding about money and the issues
they bring to us – and the FIHCO highlighted
the gaps, the need for further improvement
and presented a list of recommendations.”
Director, Employment
Support Organisation

Changing Practice

Changing Practice

“It made us think about
everything that’s on
offer and more”
Project Manager,
Employment Project
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Organisations have a clear sense of purpose and direction around financial health
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Understanding
The FIHCO was the
start of Getting on withDirection
Money’s relationship Staff
withSkills
the organisation.Changing
ActionPractice
plans were
the next step, to ensure that organisations took their new understanding of financial health and were able
to use it to set a clear direction of travel.
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Organisations reported that putting together an action plan helped to give them a clear shared
understanding of what they were trying to achieve. It helped them to identify clear, realistic goals and
helped them to feel that what they were trying to achieve was more manageable:
“What you really helped us with a lot was to identify the key actions in this high level stuff that we had to
do to deliver each of the core points.” 			
Head of Income, Housing Provider

Creating a plan together
Tower Hamlets Community Housing wanted to implement a large amount of changes across the
organisation to improve residents’ financial health. To do this, Getting on with Money facilitated a
World Café, an opportunity for staff to work together to discuss and plan for these changes. Through
this it emerged that they needed to create an organisation-wide financial health structure. They also
had clear guidance from staff about what this entailed:
“We had to clarify the involvement of different teams in delivering that, improve information sharing
amongst the different teams and make sure the message we were sharing was consistent.”
These results were linked to the method:
“The way you help to facilitate the whole thing was quite key. If we had done it ourselves without
your involvement we couldn’t have probably been in a position where we’d been able to draw the
same sort of message.”
As a result of their approach, there has been a much broader awareness of financial health and higher
staff involvement even before structural change has been made.

Some organisations also used this process as an opportunity to set out a vision or mission statement
around financial health, or to look at organisation-wide structures of responsibility and accountability –
helping to ensure clarity on where this area ‘sits’ within the organisation.

4.2.4 What worked?
Involving staff and service users – this helped to get the full picture of what was happening, and led to
a more holistic approach and increased buy in for people in all parts of the organisation. Using the FIHCO
meetings not just to see what was happening but to collect staff ideas on what should be happening also
meant that the final report resonated more with staff.
Being an independent presence – acting as a neutral, supportive presence in action planning sessions
helped to ensure that actions agreed were ones that came from organisations themselves and that they
had a sense of ownership of the next steps
Providing something tangible - Creating FIHCO reports in an easy-to-digest format, and then a clearly laid
out action plan, helped people to develop a shared understanding of what the organisation wanted to do
around financial health
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Buy-in
The challenge for each organisation lay in creating an ambitious action plan and then sustaining the momentum
to achieve it beyond the immediate impact of the FIHCO. To achieve this, it was important to ensure buy-in
across the organisation at this early stage. Organisations highlighted that the FIHCO report provided evidence
that was easy for management to understand and was useful for moving financial health up their agenda:
“The first thing was the FIHCO. When the health check was conducted it highlighted all these key issues
throughout the organisation and the awareness of financial vulnerability was the main …. which
pushed the agenda to increase that knowledge throughout the organisation. So, the way that GOWM
has helped is because it’s helped us get the buy-in from senior management that this is serious.”
“I think with having the expertise and independent review allowed us to get that on the agenda and
get that buy in from senior management.”
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4.3 Staff Training
One of the
main resources that theDirection
project provided to support
capacity
and action plans
Understanding
Staff Skills organisationalChanging
Practice
was staff training in financial health.

4.3.1 What were we trying to achieve?
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Through the staff training we were aiming to achieving the following outcomes:
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Directionknowledge and Staff
•Staff have
improved financial health
skills

Changing Practice

This formed a base to build from and proved useful for later work surrounding changing practices.

4.2.5 What was more challenging?
Ensuring understanding of purpose – In some organisations, particularly where staff were going through
restructures and organisational change, we struggled to get buy in for the FIHCO from all levels of the
organisation. This led some staff to approach the FIHCO meetings almost as interviews, checking at the end
if their answers were correct or not, and some departments to be less engaged in the process.
We attempted to counteract this by making the conversations as informal as possible, giving a really indepth explanation of what we were trying to achieve and using the meetings as an opportunity to collect
and feedback staff thoughts on how they would like to support people’s financial health. We learnt to
avoid this type of reaction by investing time and energy into getting buy-in from managers across the
organisation, supporting them to communicate the FIHCO’s purpose effectively to their teams.

4.2.6 FIHCOs and Action Plans - Summary

•Organisations and their staff implement changes to practice to have a more positive impact on the
financial health of tenants or service users
Understanding
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4.3.2 What did we do?
Understanding

24

Organisations

Understanding

Understanding

Understanding

Understanding

401

Staff Skills

Direction

Other housing
staff, including
housing officers,
rents,
lettings,
Staff Skills
neighbourhood
engagement

814

Direction

Staff trained

Staff Skills

Direction

196

Employment
staff

FIHCOs and action plans were highly effective in supporting organisations to gain a holistic
understanding of their impacts on client financial health, as well as to find a sense of direction
to move forward in a way which meant they had ownership of what was to come.
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The content of the training varied according to the action plan of the organisation and the changes they were
trying to implement, as well as the needs of the group. The key topics covered across the sessions involved:

Understanding the concept of financial health
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4.3.2 What were the outcomes of staff training for organisations?
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Staff have improved financial knowledge and skills

How financial health is relevant to staff and the organisation
Recognising the signs of when somebody might be in financial need
Providing simple information to clients
Making referrals or signposting to support
Using income and spending forms effectively
Reacting to people in debt

The most immediate outcome of the training was an improvement in staff’s financial health knowledge and
skills. This was evidenced by the 814 surveys that were conducted before and after the sessions, and the
follow up survey completed by over 100 staff.

Having conversations with people in need

Building up the big picture -“Great insight into financial health”

Understanding financial barriers to work

Staff were asked to rate themselves before, immediately after and 3-6 months after the training across key
skills, on a scale of 1 to 5. Overall, 91% of staff reported improvements in knowledge and skills between
the beginning of the session and the end, and 92% said that they had achieved their objectives for
attending. Improvements were most pronounced amongst the least confident participants, with this group

Understanding welfare reform

moving from rating their confidence from an average of 2.5 to 3.9 out of 5 by the end of the session.

‘Train the Trainer’ sessions were also delivered to enable staff to deliver training or more in-depth oneto-one support to staff or tenants themselves. 35 staff members attended a session which enabled
them to deliver workshops or bitesize interventions with tenants, while 17 attended a session which
enabled them to deliver the project’s core financial health training to staff.

Sessions used a similar approach to tenant workshops, using fun, interactive activities and space for
reflection and discussion to build skills in participants.
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Figure 11: Understanding the big picture
Before

After

Follow Up

Understanding
financial health

80%

94%

93%

Understanding
the impact of
universal credit

46%

88%

87%

Of the eight key skills the training
focused on, staff retained their overall
‘big picture’ understanding of financial
health and specific knowledge of
welfare reform changes (see Figure
11), particularly valuing being “alert to
the urgency and possible impact of
universal credit”. Staff were already
connecting this to their roles, seeing the
training as an opportunity to ‘improve
my knowledge to pass on to learners’.
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Identifying financial need and knowing what to do - “I learnt how to spot people’s money
issues without them saying”
Figure 12: Identifying and responding to need
Staff reported significant improvements
Before
in knowing how to identify a client in
financial need, knowing how to act on this
Identifying a
and refer them on (see Figure 12). Being
49%
client in need
able to identify need remained the most
tricky skill for staff, potentially due to its
more nuanced and complex dynamics.
Understanding
Staff Skills
Direction
Knowing what
However, the activities aimed at spotting
to do with a
43%
signs someone may be struggling were
client
in
need
referenced most in staff comments.
Pronounced improvements were made
when it came to knowing what to do in
Understanding
Staff Skills
these situations,
which was sustained Direction
Knowing where
even though the specific knowledge of
64%
to refer clients
where to refer clients was maintained to a
lesser degree.
Staff Skills

Direction

Follow Up
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82%
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“Able to pick up that someone is struggling through dialogue when signing up new tenants”
Housing officer
Understanding
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“I am able to signpost claimants more confidently to appropriate organisations for help and support”
Understanding

Staff Skills

Direction

Changing Practice

Organisations and their staff implement changes to practice to have a more
positive impact
on the financial
health of tenants
Understanding
Staff or
Skillsservice users
Changing Practice
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After
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Figure 13 : Buy in
Understanding
Before

My role

67%

Understanding

My
organisation’s
Understanding
85%
role
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88%
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81%
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Figure 14: Confidence talking about money

Participants consistently reported increases in
confidence to talk about money with clients,
but it was also the area in which staff’s selfassessment had fallen the most after the
training, although it still remained somewhat
elevated compared to before.

Before

After

Follow Up

62%

86%

71%

Changing Practice

“I am now more aware of how to identify financial health and situations where referrals are necessary.”
Customer resolution officer, Housing provider
Employment advisor

“It has raised staff awareness of the importance of financial inclusion, giving an ownership of something
that was seen as separate. It is now something that is collective and built into a generic way of thinking.”
Head of Housing, Housing Provider
Confidence

Changing Practice

95%

However, there was a significant increase in the proportion of staff who felt that they should play a role
themselves in supporting clients’ financial health (see Figure 13). Staff identified a range of motivations
for becoming involved, such as the organisation’s financial situation and clients’ benefit - “so the resident
can achieve what they need to know”. The training was “an eye opener”, “vital”, “inspiring” and a “boost to
confidence”. This was also reflected in our follow up interviews with managers:

Changing Practice

Motivation and buy in - ”my eyes
are open wider and I see more”
A key element
of the training was to
Changing Practice
try to build motivation amongst staff,
to convert improved knowledge and
skills into changes in practice.
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This may be linked to the level of difficulty of talking
about money matters with someone when this is not
something that you’re used to. It could also be linked to
the opportunities to put this into practice. For a number
of staff, their role did not require them to proactively talk
to clients about money and hence they may not have had
the opportunity to put their new knowledge into practice.
Again, this indicates the need to reiterate and practice
learning from sessions. Where this was implemented, the
benefits were clearly articulated and appreciated:

“

‘It’s quite a personal subject to talk about:
whether someone’s in financial difficulty or not,
people feel like you’re prying into their personal
circumstances. Knowing the trigger points in
a conversation that suggest a client may be in
financial difficulty was therefore a major learning
point for the team. The training gave the team
ways of how you start to approach the subject.
Even from some of the words that people used,

“

Understanding

After

Interestingly, at the beginning of the training there was already a very high proportion of participants who
felt that their organisation should play a role in supporting clients’ financial health (85%), which, despite
a peak after the session, was not significantly different three to six months later. This demonstrates the
importance of following up the training with sustained discussion, support and key messages around
financial health in order to maintain buy in and motivation.

you could start to tell that there could be a
problem or some form of an underlying issue. I
don’t think we really understood that, we hadn’t
really even thought about it. We would ask
standard questions, but there’s other ways to go
around it and then you start to tease out what
someone might be experiencing” 		
Manager, Employment Project
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Taking action

4.3.3 What worked?

Overall, 94% of staff who had undertaken training reported having taken some kind of related action
since the training. These actions ranged broadly according to role and what they had been encouraged to
do through the training (see Figure 15). A number had also made changes to the way they managed money
themselves. How these actions fit into broader organisational changes in practice is discussed further in
Section 4.4.

General approach
Being flexible - It was important that the training was tailored to the needs and priorities of the
organisation and that content had also been adapted to suit the specific team that was being trained.
40% of the comments on the training mentioned its content as “full of information” and growing their
understanding, which meant they saw it as “Extremely Useful, this would benefit all staff”.
Ensuring ownership - Having managers emphasising the importance of the training and explaining how
it linked with the organisation’s priorities was vital. Often managers were invited to sit in on sessions or to
introduce them to help participants understand where the training fit in.

Figure 15: Staff actions after training

Workshop methods

I have had a conversation about money with a tenant
I talk to tenants about money other than rent or service charge

Interactive and engaging learning methods - As with tenant training, it was important that participants
learnt through doing and this helped to keep them engaged and absorb the information in a way that
suited them. Participants often reported that the fact the sessions were “very interactive and fun”, which
helped them to take the content in – as one participant said, “practical, alive, engaging and that’s how it
should be.” On average, sessions were rated 4.6 out of 5.

I have started to budget

I have noticed someone who is struggling
I have started to save money
I have referred a tenant for further support
I have helped a tenant to save money
I have helped a tenant to budget
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Significantly, many staff were proactively identifying ways that they could help: “By identifying their needs
and prioritising them and supporting them in ways of generating more income and reducing their
expenditure”, “More signposting/refering@moment”, “increasing the way we link digital inclusion with
financial inclusion, saving money online, switching suppliers etc”

Caretakers looking out for residents’ financial health
Getting on with Money trained 217 caretakers from Tower Hamlets Homes, to involve these frontline
staff in looking out for residents in financial difficulty.
81% said that now they knew more places which could help people with money; 88% felt confident
talking about money; and 85% knew how to help a tenant in need. The training led to increased casual
conversations to help tenants with their money:
Signposting: “A tenant was finding it difficult paying her rent and I told her to call Tower Hamlets
Homes who have a good rents team. Someone there can help her if they are finding it a struggle.”
“During a conversation with a resident they said that they were now struggling since the benefits
were cut. I then said that we as an organisation are offering advice if they wanted it and that I could
get them a phone number for them to talk to someone. They then said that they would get back to
me if things didn’t improve.”
Hints and tips: “I advised an elderly resident a better way to shop so his money would go further”
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Small groups - Money is a complex and sensitive topic and as a result it lends itself to more comprehensive
discussion. Smaller group sizes helped to ensure that there was space to have the discussions without
sessions feeling rushed or participants feeling that they couldn’t share their thoughts. Staff commented on
the “very positive and understanding’ delivery, that is was ‘great to focus on this issue in group setting” and
that they “learnt from group activities”.
Supporting the financial health of staff - Many staff commented after the training that it was “personally
useful” for their own financial health. Generally we found that this approach engaged staff most in the
training and it helped them to see the benefits this type of support could have for others.

4.3.5 What was more challenging?
General approach
Getting people on board - Much of the content of training sessions was aimed at winning the buy-in of staff
to the organisation’s approach. It was expected that many staff would approach the sessions with some
level of scepticism. However, at points it was challenging to get sufficient buy-in for the training in the first
place or in order to get staff along. Inevitably, not everyone was convinced of their own involvement in
financial health, such as one grounds operative who said “finances are not part of my job criteria”
Fitting it all in - It was a challenge for many of the project’s partners to enable staff to take significant
amounts of time out for training and so engagement was often limited to one half day session. This made is
difficult to fit everything in and required prioritisation on the part of both the project and the organisations.
The most common feedback around session improvements were requests for a longer course.

Workshop methods
Managing extreme opinions - Sessions were designed for participants to share a range of diverse
opinions and explore these fully. This could however become challenging when more extreme opinions
about those on low incomes were expressed. Trainers developed strategies for managing these situations,
including explaining clear ground rules at the start of sessions.
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4.3.6 Staff training summary

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

4.4 Changing practice
4.4.1 What were we trying to achieve?

Overall staff had improved their knowledge and skills, achieved their own objectives for the training,
thought financial health was important to their role and put the training into practice.

Understanding

Direction

We were aiming to achieve the following outcome: Organisations and their staff change their practice
to have a more positive impact on financial health of tenants or service users
Understanding

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Understanding

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Understanding

Direction

Staff Skills

Changing Practice

Figure 16: Impact of staff training
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4.4.2 What did we do?
Thought
financial health
was important
to their role

Put training
into practice

The project worked with partner organisations to make 78 key changes in practice in response to priority
areas identified during the FIHCO and action planning process.
Understanding

Staff Skills

Direction

Changing Practice

The changes made varied broadly between organisations due to the nature of the project. This section sets
The areas covered in the following section:
Understanding

Staff Skills

Direction

Changing Practice

• Increasing capacity to identify financial need
• Increasing frequency and effectiveness of referrals
Understanding

Staff Skills

Direction

Changing Practice

• Providing simple on the spot support
• Providing information at key points

Understanding

Staff Skills
Direction
• Improving communication
around
financial healthChanging Practice

• Introducing and enhancing financial health checks
• Embedding money
into
other activitiesChanging Practice
Skills
Direction managementStaff

Understanding

Implementing Changes

24
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7

9

10

6
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Providing
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Financial
the spot information communication health
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checks

6
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management

In the following section, each of these areas will be considered – explaining what organisations did, any
evidence of their impact on financial health and any common factors which made these changes work
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4.4.3 How did changing practice achieve our outcomes?
Increasing capacity to identify financial need
30% of staff had
noticed a client
was struggling since
the training

Opportunities to identify need ranged from specific interventions designed
to pick up any vulnerabilities e.g. a financial health check, to being able to
spot signs someone may be struggling in the course of day-to-day work,
for example, when having conversations with clients.

What was the impact on clients’ financial health?
Spotting signs that clients’ may be experiencing financial problems did not have an impact on clients’ financial
health in and of itself, but being able to identify need was absolutely critical in paving the way for referrals or
recognising an opportunity to provide appropriate support. On average, staff reported having 29 contacts
with residents per week. This means that across all the staff trained, they are likely to have around 20,000
contacts with residents per week – all of these are great opportunities to pick up on any issues.
It was clear from staff training follow ups that this was starting to have an impact – more than threequarters (77%) of staff reported being confident to identify someone in need three to six months after
attending a session. Staff were able to confidently list signs of potential financial distress: “listening for
signs of clients in distress (disclosure) and physical signs: tiredness, irritability, not purchasing refreshments,
poor self-hygiene, no new clothes, tearfulness etc…” They felt that they “knew the right questions to identify
potential issues around money matters”.
Critically, 87% felt they knew what to do if they identified someone in need – whether that was to make
a referral or offer the support themselves. Confidence in these skills had both developed further since
attending the training, perhaps indicating that putting things into practice had been beneficial.
Almost a third (30%) reported having noticed someone who was struggling since the training, and this
helped to pave the way for further action to be taken to support these individuals.

“
“

Practical guidance – staff reported that training activities had helped them to clarify some of the signs of
poor financial health, and this helped them feel better equipped to pick things up.

Colleagues notice them, that’s the important thing – trying to raise the general awareness that
something is happening and they can report it back. It doesn’t become ‘oh that’s a bit strange’
and is left. Staff have been taught definite tools for understanding or opening eyes and noticing
things, and having an idea of who do you talk to about it.					

“

This was one of the most practical and direct impacts of staff training and
a focus for a number of organisations within their action plans.



Ensuring buy-in beforehand - through an understanding of the staff member’s own role and organisation’s
role in financial health. This was often delivered through staff training.

“

We supported 24 organisations to increase their capacity to identify financial
need amongst their residents and service users.

What worked?

A holistic approach – having a range of opportunities to identify need and a clear idea of who in the
organisation needs to be aware of any vulnerabilities:

“Try to have an extended conversation with residents, possibly check their rent accounts
before visiting and see what current action our Rents Team has carried out. Also check if any
vulnerabilities have been identified and if our Rents section is aware of this.”		
Decent Homes Officer, Housing Provider

What was more challenging?
 nsuring clarity of action required – Staff tended to report being most confident in their role identifying
E
need if they were clear on what action they would need to take – particularly if this had not previously been
part of their role.

Spotting clients in financial need
The training has helped Simon* to spot when the clients he works with might be in financial difficulties. One example
was a woman who “didn’t seem to have any money to spend, was very quiet and was always wearing the same
clothes”. Simon noticed this and asked her sensitively about her financial situation. The client disclosed that she was
in financial hardship and had accrued debts during a time of illness.
Simon completed an income and expenditure form with the client and identified her eligibility for extra support,
such as the Warm Homes discount with her energy supplier. The session led to the client setting up manageable
payment plans for all her existing debts and securing her tenancy. This had a large impact:
“It is still very early days but, you can visibly see the difference in the client. She is now smiling, laughing and more
outgoing. She is now back in control of her own finances. Ultimately, she has managed to maintain her budget
plan. She is able to put food on the table, shop in various different places to save money and also think whether
she needs something before she makes a purchase.”
The training had provided Simon with “the confidence to broach the subject, with the knowledge to access the
resources that will enable me to support a client - or refer them to someone who can”.
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Increasing the frequency and effectiveness of referrals
We worked with 10 organisations to increase the
frequency and effectiveness of referrals across the
whole organisation. This was sometimes linked to a
new procedure for generating and processing referrals,
and often linked to staff training on how to identify and
respond to financial need.

What was the impact on clients’ financial
health?

Building the competency of staff - Accompanying changes to referral processes with staff training meant
that staff felt better equipped to make better referrals (see above case study on timely support).
Swift and clear referral pathways – One housing provider introduced a new system with a simple code,
which triggered a rapid process to refer clients to support. All cases analysed resulted in same-day action.
I nvolving staff in designing processes – This helped to ensure they were invested in the way things
worked and it was effective for them.

In the 3-6 months after attending
training, 22% of staff members had
made a referral.

Increases in both numbers and efficacy of referrals were
recorded, with this resulting in clients receiving more
timely and effective support when they needed it.
22% of staff members reported having made a referral
since attending a training session and staff feedback
suggested that being able to respond quickly and
effectively with a referral was particularly critical where
clients experienced a crisis, or unexpected life event.
Avoiding inappropriate support
Staff particularly appreciated this when issues were beyond the limits of their knowledge, therefore
preventing clients from receiving well-meaning incorrect information.

“

“

What worked?

“It’s important to know what you don’t know… It’s critical to do things properly – because
getting it wrong has real consequences – benefits, housing, rent arrears… I know where my
knowledge and expertise stops… It’s about responsible referral – because partnership works.”
Employment advisor

Staff being familiar with services – Potential referrers knowing what the service entails and having met
the staff delivering it was shown to significantly increase referral rates, as well as the number of clients who
took up the referral.
 roviding regular feedback on the outcome of referrals – Knowing that a referral helped to lead to a
P
resolution for the client helped to increase motivation.

At one housing provider, caretakers requested
referral cards to take with them while on duty.
Having thought about the design and how
the process would work, referrals started to
be made to the Tenancy Support Officer even
before the cards had been produced: “We’ve
got referrals coming from caretakers, which
has never happened before, even before we’ve
started using the SOS cards - so that has been
significant”.

One housing
provider started referring
new tenants for financial health
checks. After having met the advisor
delivering the service, referrals from
staff increased dramatically, as did the
number of tenants taking up the referral.
Feedback was given on the outcomes
for tenants and referrals increased
again. In total, 36 tenants accessed
the service – around half of all
those eligible.

Timely support
Another benefit for clients that was reported was that they were often able to access support more quickly.

What was more challenging?
Scaling up referrals – in some cases new referral pathways had lower take up than anticipated.
Regular reiteration of processes and positive outcomes were used to try to address this.

Swift action across the organisation
In one housing provider, a contractor who had received training went to do a gas safety check with a
resident and found that their gas had been cut off.
“[Without the training] they might have just thought we can’t do this gas safety check that’s the end of it,
when you get gas supply let us know. It was the middle of winter, she was heavily pregnant, she would
have been left without, so having that training helped. She got a visit from us that afternoon so I think
that’s one of the great successes, that worked quite well.” 				
Tenancy Support Officer
This tenant not only received support around her energy bills, but also began engaging with the housing
provider around rent arrears and was referred on to external services as well as internal support. One year
on, she is continuing to keep up with rent payments.
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Ten partner organisations were supported to implement simple on the spot support for tenants or service users.
This entailed identifying straightforward, practical actions that staff could take to support those either experiencing
financial health problems, or at risk of doing so in the future. The support provided by the project included creating
tools and resources that could be used by staff, and providing training to utilise these effectively.

What was the impact on clients’ financial health?
The impact for clients varied depending on the type of support provided, but largely was focussed around
opening up a more constructive conversation on finances. Staff reported that having objective tools
helped to ensure that discussions remained focussed and centred on what the client wanted to achieve.
Others also reported that having something on paper helped to make plans more concrete and gave them
something to revisit when they next spoke to the client.

Making plans concrete
For one housing provider, a range of tools were produced to support staff to have informal conversations
around finances with young tenants with high support needs. These included a budgeting sheet, “5 ways
to save £1” and a saving plan worksheet. Staff reported that this had a positive impact, and supported
more positive and productive conversations:
“Getting us to really think about money is so helpful and is such a big thing with young people as they are
on such tight budgets.“ 			
Support worker
In conjunction with the staff training, the tools formed a key part of moving away from superficial
conversations about rent payments and budgeting. The support worker could approach the subject of
money with an open and “holistic” attitude, but still in a very practical and direct way:
“The tools make the plans more concrete. If someone says ‘I need to save £200, I’m going to open a
second bank account’. The question is actually, why do you need the £200? It’s putting it on paper, making
it a real plan not just an ‘in your head’ kind of plan, something that’s tangible – the young person has
signed it and put their name to it, it’s a real thing. Then I suggest let’s get it out every week or so and ask
‘have you put money in that jar?’ We did a repayment plan for just under £300 worth of arrears in this
way and it got paid off.”

What worked?
Tailoring the information – Ensuring that tools and information are appropriate for client groups and the
kinds of conversations that may happen was beneficial to ensuring that they were used.

Providing information at key points
We worked with ten organisations to provide information to
tenants and service users in a simple, easy to understand
format. In some cases, this involved keeping a number of
GOWM-created resources to aid conversations where they
came up, while others took a more systematic approach,
identifying key points where potential problems could be
proactively addressed through the provision of information.
Information provided by the project consisted largely of
leaflets and guidance on how to give certain information
within procedures. Resources particularly focused on times
of transition: moving home, moving into work and benefits
changes.

“

“

Simple on the spot support

“We’ve had the support but also it’s
been a lot of enabling us to do it
ourselves - and you know, that’s the key
isn’t it? It’s about giving you the tools
to be able to go and do it yourself and
then you can support your residents to
be financially independent”
Employment advisor, Housing
Association

Over the course of the project, more than 10,000 resources were disseminated. Some resources were
requested more than others by staff and residents, suggesting that the information they covered or the way
that it was presented was particularly useful. The category that proved most popular was resources around
moving home, with the most popular resource being ‘Furnishing your home on a budget’: over 2,000 copies
were distributed.

Figure 17: Resources Disseminated By Category
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Having a clear outcome for the client – Having a clear benefit was said to help with engagement by a
number of staff members:

What was the impact of this change on clients’ financial health?

“Helping clients to create a list of regular incomings and outgoings so they can see instantly where they
stand... Re-iterating that to be financially healthy doesn’t mean you have to be a millionaire, you just
need to be careful in your spending habits.”
Employment Advisor

Timely information
Clients reported that having received information at an early stage was helpful to them in being able
to manage the costs of their tenancy or manage the financial transition into work. Sometimes, though
information was not immediately needed, it was maintained for future reference:

 aving a clear outcome for staff – for example ensuring that rent is likely to be paid or that a client feels
H
more comfortable with changes associated with moving into work. In these instances staff often reported
that tools helped support more constructive conversations than would have happened previously.

“They gave us some helpful leaflets. Although I didn’t need them at the time, there were some useful
phone numbers about benefits - and I went to the tower hamlets advice office because of this”

Accompanying tools with training – ensuring staff feel able to use them effectively:
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What worked?
Peer led information and support
This pilot brought together trained volunteers and new residents of Tower Hamlets Homes, to give each
tenancy the ‘Best Start’. This happened through an informal conversation to pass on information about
moving home, in a relaxed environment. The pilot engaged with 10 residents and trained two skilled
volunteers.
The resident
Samiha had a “friendly, relaxed and enjoyable” time in the Best Start meeting. It was very timely, particularly
as it was Samiha’s first occasion in her own flat: “When you move into a new property, you don’t know what
to do. They gave all the information I need to know to move into a new property”
The session provided her with lots of information - on maximising benefits, resources to assist budgeting
for the home, managing and switching utility bills and places to furnish her home on a limited budget.
These were the areas of concern for Samiha and meant she felt clearer and had “less stress” about the next
steps she meant to take.
The volunteer
Lewis became a volunteer for Best Start as it “seemed to be a relatively simply idea that could make a big
impact on people at what can be a really stressful transitional point in their lives”. Lewis has valued his
contribution because he could directly see the benefits to residents: ‘the people we’ve spoken to have got
something from each meeting - I am unsure where else they might get the kind of information’.

Supporting better conversations
Staff told us that they found the leaflets enabled them to cover topics they would not have felt comfortable
to cover on their own or that they may not have remembered to cover. Although it is difficult to directly
read client impact from this, it is likely that increasing the amount of information staff are able to cover with
people has benefits for their financial health:

Responding to need – Resources were most effective where they were created in response to a request
from a resident or staff member. This was also echoed in staff feedback:
“Every time I did need something it was devised: if I needed a booklet about a particular thing they would
make sure they would give me that booklet and that information. I’m still using a lot of the information
they developed to this day, especially when we have a sign up and the person’s asking “where can I get
some furniture?” or “where can I get a grant from?” – as well as all those things that we originally had the
training about: the better off calculation, the Turn2us website. They are all really, really useful and I’m
still using them now.” 								
Employment Advisor, Housing Provider
Explaining big ideas in a simple way – staff found the leaflets useful to help explain quite complex ideas
to people such as the points of transition moving into work or a new home.
“They were very quick and sharp, there were clear points – what to budget, how to budget, what you can
achieve by budgeting…It was almost like less was more. It was sharp and meaningful.” 			
Service Improvemet Manager, Housing Provider
Spreading information across a number of interactions – Recognising the overload of information
clients face at particular points, some organisations chose to give out small pieces of information at a
number of points and clients fed back that this was helpful (see Spitalfields case study below).
Spitalfields Housing Association: Every step of the way
Spitalfields worked with the project to introduce an improved new tenants’ procedure. They worked to
ensure that appropriate information was built into every stage of the moving in process. They introduced a
new affordability check, as well as a compulsory money management workshop for new tenants. Additional
information was also added into viewings, sign ups and settling in visit. The new process was used for the
first time when a new block was opened in Autumn 2015.

“We don’t have a housing officer on each site, just three that cover different patches. The key workers
have found them very useful to explain to tenants the reason why – this is what you have to do if you
want to get something, if you didn’t do it these are the consequences, there’s various grants out there
that you can apply for, you’re not on your own.” 				
Service Improvement Manager, Housing Provider
“You could just give someone a leaflet and give them some ideas of other places or other things they were
thinking about...I remember about work clothing, even signposting about if you’re moving home and don’t
have the white goods. Certain simple stuff that you don’t think about.”
Manager, Employment Support Service
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Figure 18: Spitalfields New Tenancy Process

Improving communication around financial health
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to money or the way they talked about money with clients.
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It is very difficult to isolate the impact these changes have for clients’ financial health, as often these
changes were combined with others including staff training which may also have increased referrals and
changed the way staff talked about money. However, there is some key evidence of their impact.
Increased uptake of services
In some instances, staff reported that they felt that referrals to key internal services had increased and that
a number of those who had taken up the services had found out about them through the new avenues of
communication (see Tower Hamlets Community Housing case study overleaf).
Higher quality of conversations

Tenant feedback
Tenants fed back that they had found the information and support helpful, and that the financial elements
of the moving in process had gone smoothly, reporting:
“The idea of reviewing my financial status helped me budget well during what could have been a stressful
time.”
A number also reported having taken action on the basis of the conversations they had had:
“Received the energy costs poster – the energy switching was helpful. I switched my electricity supplier
straight away to a cheaper deal. It was very straightforward.”
A number also reported coming back to their housing officers for further information.
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The training had improved staff confidence in being
able to have conversations with clients and residents
about money. However, there were many layers to
this conversation. The most important change for
staff was their approach to the subject
Staff reported putting new ways of opening a
conversation into practice, including linking it with tips
to save money, current television programmes and
how it related to their own schemes, such as ‘Eat Well
Live Well’.
This enabled them to have more effective
conversations and staff reported that this improved
their capacity both to identify need and make onward
referrals.

Changing
the approach: Staff
reported “honest conversation
is essential”, “gaining trust
from residents, making them feel
comfortable and assuring them you
are here to help”, “more tactful and
sensitive” “listen to them in more
depth”, “ask more questions to
get residents to open up”,
“offer facts rather
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What worked?

Introducing financial health checks at key points

Listening to clients – where communication was shaped around feedback from clients, staff reported that
it tended to resonate better.
Trying multiple types of messaging to find what works
I nvolving the whole team – organisations felt that creating dialogue around the best approach was
beneficial in enabling them to decide how to communicate around money:
“It also opened up debate in the team. We have situations when... if the money is almost the same, a few pounds
more or less, well is it not worth them going to work?... Yes, it might be a similar amount to their benefits but
that’s not the point, you’ve got to look beyond that. So that was definitely a discussion point in the team, that
we should always look at progression in work.” Assistant Director, Employment Support Organisation

Learning from residents
“One way of supporting tenants is actually trying as far as possible to involve them at every stage
of the process, not just waiting for them to contact us or for them to be fed to us when there is a
problem”
As part of their community engagement activities, Tower Hamlets Community Housing wanted to test
different ways of talking to residents about the support they provided those experiencing financial
difficulties. The pilot specifically wanted to understand the best way to promote the services of the new
tenancy support officer and to reach a variety of communities in the process.
Staff spoke to residents in different venues: in the foyer of a housing block, through door-knocking, at a
summer fair and at a local market. Several posters were generated and residents chose their favourite and
commented on different aspects of the poster. The findings were processed and presented back to the
organisation. This was positively received and raised awareness of the service:
“Following on from that we’ve had residents make contact with the tenancy support officer. We have also
been able to know what kind of communication actually suits them better.”

What was more challenging?
Changing deeply embedded ways of thinking and talking about money – As with other changes,
supporting this with training and consultation exercises often helped to make this more effective.

Limehouse Project
conducted a total of 492
financial health checks
with clients

A total of seven organisations introduced some kind of financial health
check into their processes. These usually performed a range of purposes
including identifying needs and making appropriate referrals, providing timely
information and improving communication. They also, similarly to other types
of one-to-ones aimed to enable clients to get an overview of their finances and
be motivated to make changes to the way they manage their money, and many
included some element of action planning. Interventions ranged in intensity
from a short section in an existing registration or new tenant process, through
to more intensive one-to-one sessions. Health checks were delivered variously
by organisational staff, external advisors and volunteers.

What was the impact on clients’ financial health?
Identifying need
In each of the above categories, there is some clear evidence
of impact for clients. All health checks were successful in
identifying need, though interestingly there were some notable
differences depending on who was delivering the session. New
tenants disclosed much lower levels of financial confidence to an
independent advisor compared to what they shared with a staff
member from their housing provider.

85% of new tenants
told their housing officer
they were confident in
budgeting compared to just
49% who claimed this to an
independent advisor

Referrals
However, in all instances there were clear examples of higher levels of financial need being picked up
through health checks and these were frequently acted on to make referrals. On average, referrals were
most frequent where sessions were longer and more in depth, and where they were delivered by someone
independent from the service someone was accessing – either an external advisor or a volunteer. In these
cases, referrals were made in 76% of cases. This compared to 22% where health checks were carried out inhouse. This may be due to a combination of the comparative brevity of the discussion, as well as a possible
inclination to share less sensitive information with housing providers or employment support organisations.

Timely information
Another key area of benefits reported by clients who received a financial health check were that it provided
them with timely information which helped them to manage their situation better. This was the key benefit
that clients fed back after the session. Comments from new tenants about the benefits of their health check
are summarised in Figure 19.
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Improving communication
Another area where positive outcomes for clients were demonstrated within financial health checks was in
improving communication and contributing to a positive relationship between clients and organisations:

Figure 19: Benefits of a financial health check

“That probably is the most beneficial aspect: that people having gone through the system knew that
we were interested in helping them. We weren’t just a landlord that wanted their money, we were
interested in assisting them so that they would be more willing to come to us if they had problems,
that was the most crucial thing” Welfare Advisor, Housing Provider
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“The main thing that really helped was knowing that if I had any financial issues there was help
available out there“ Client
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“The interview was helpful, they gave me some numbers and places where I can get
second hand stuff as I was on low income and as a result I went to Stratford [Homestore
furniture service] to look for some furniture. “
“Received the energy costs poster – the energy switching was helpful. I switched my electricity supplier straight away to a cheaper deal. It was very straightforward.”
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“Really happy with the service - didn’t expect them to do this” Client

Getting an overview of finances
Sessions also gave clients an opportunity to get a broad overview of their finances and to think about how
they might want to manage their money moving forward. This was often linked to an improvement in skills
and knowledge (see Figure 20). The notable area where this is particularly clear is where financial health
checks have been offered to new tenants – in a number of cases this has been shown not just to impact
on confidence, but to have a tangible impact on rent arrears levels.
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Focus on: New Tenants

MoneyWise

New tenants report that the hardest things to deal with when moving in are:
• Energy costs – This was often the area tenants found the most difficult, particularly understanding how
billing works and knowing how to switch provider.
• Budgeting – T
 enants often recognise that this will be important for their new tenancy, but this may be the
first time they have had to do this.
• Furnishing the home – Often tenants needed to furnish the property from scratch and many had little in
the way of savings. This can create a risk of taking on high interest credit.
• Benefits claims - It can take a while for residents to make relevant benefit applications and this cac
cause arrears early in the tenancy.

Clients from EastendHomes were referred to one-to-one personal budgeting sessions before their new
tenancy began. Comparative arrears levels are shown below including Moneywise clients, non-Moneywise
clients (i.e. those who did not take up the invitation of attending a session) and new tenants from 2014
before the service was initiated. The latter two groups act as a control sample, with the 2014 sample
mediating the risk that non-attenders chose not to attend for some reason relating to their finances.
Analysis of rent accounts reveals that Moneywise clients maintained notably lower levels of arrears than
those who had not attended a session – in fact clients’ rent accounts were showing an average credit of
£97 after six months, compared to non-attenders who were £71 in arrears, and the sample from 2014 who
were in arrears of £17 after the same period. No Moneywise clients had arrears above £200 and only 14%
were in any kind of arrears, compared to 40% of the non-Moneywise sample and 50% from 2014.
Figure 21 : East End Homes Mean New Tenants’ Rent Account Balance

More than four-fifths (82%) took some kind of action, and a similar proportion (83%) felt they had improved
their skills. This was felt to have had a positive impact on their ability to cope with the costs of their new
property:
“We have been making changes to our living costs and setting a budget - we set up pay as you go cards for
gas and electricity, which helps us to reduce our costs and know what we’re spending - especially in the
winter” New tenant
“I have set up a bank account to deal with household expenditure since, like HB, rent, etc.” New tenant
“I am watching my spending a bit more since I’ve moved in.” New tenant
Many reported that it was helpful to have received lots of information, even if it wasn’t immediately relevant
as they had kept it for future reference. Almost a quarter (23%) reported having accessed a new service
following on from the information they were given.
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Figure 20: Improvements in key skills for tenants
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Gateway Gates
At Gateway Housing, new tenants took a ‘Gateway Gates’ financial health check before moving in. There
was a notable difference in the rent accounts of those who had attended a Gateway Gates session and
those who hadn’t. In a snapshot of current rent accounts, it was found that those who had attended a
session were 15% more likely to have clear rent accounts than other tenants. As one of the first adopters of
a financial health check, this demonstrates long term impact, particularly given that new tenants are being
compared to long term tenants who would be expected to exhibit lower arrears profiles. There are also
a number of instances of support needs being picked up at this early stage and additional support being
offered with noticeable impacts on rent accounts.
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Financial products

Finding help

Budgeting

Preparing for
times of change

“[Tenants] who went through the system had a much better arrears profile. They understood what was
needed, they knew where to come for support”
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What worked?

81% of learners improved their knowledge, skills or confidence as a result of attending the workshop.

Catching people at the right time – in a number of cases, clients reported that attending the health
check encouraged them to think about things at a key point, and potentially helped them to avoid future
problems.

Embedding money management into other activities had an additional benefit of enabling organisations
to tailor the content to challenges they knew participants were likely to be facing at the time. This was
particularly true of workshops delivered around key times of change, such as moving home and moving into
work. Participants appreciated how relevant these workshops were to their situation:

 eing holistic in focus – as with other forms of one-to-ones, being able to discuss a range of areas of
B
financial health enabled a wide range of issues to be picked up.
 two-way conversation – building a constructive relationship and openness to discussing financial issues
A
in the future.
Taking the time – the evidence suggests longer, more thorough sessions have greater impact, but short
health checks are also effective and have significant outcomes.

What was more challenging?
Ensuring adequate time is available – some organisations reported this could be challenging, particularly
where finance is one of many areas to be covered.
“It wasn’t easy, because when advisors see 25 people queuing up, spending a few extra minutes asking
those extra questions doesn’t seem worth it. It wasn’t resisted that far, but it was difficult to bring
everyone on board. We had to have a number of sessions with our staff telling them why we need this,
how it will help clients and what changes it will bring to their life. Eventually they came on board and
we had to really look through those assessment questions and simplify it for our frontline staff”
Director, Employment Support Organisation
Ensuring clients feel able to open up - this can depend on the relationship they have with the person
doing the health check and the organisation they belong to, as well as how it is explained.

“The budgeting session was also ideal and was delivered at the right time. The information was useful.
End of the day it’s up to you to save and manage your money well. The advice and the tips were
encouraging” New tenant
One employment advisor said “They are more motivated to earn money and when they are starting to look
for work they are doing things like going on the “Turn2Us website” or the better off calculator. They are
more savvy about how much income tax I’m going to pay, how much NI I am going to pay, how I’m going to
budget for my bills - it’s about being prepared for the changes that are coming.”

What worked?
Integrating services into existing groups worked particularly
well as participants were already engaged. They didn’t need to
be particularly interested in money management beforehand to
take part in the workshop.
Staff understanding how the workshops were relevant to
participants, meant they were better able to tailor activities as
mentioned above.
Linking the workshops with one-to-one support was useful
to help participants to apply what they learnt in the workshops
to their specific situation with and individual staff member.

What was more challenging?

Embedding money management into
other activities
Six organisations built money management workshops into their
other activities and programmes. This was most popular with
employment support organisations.

What was the impact of this change on clients’
financial health?
Overall, the data from the workshop evaluations and the 3 to
6 month follow up showed an increase in knowledge, skills
and confidence around financial health, in line with the overall
evaluation of workshops in Section 3.

81%

Finding time for money – The team sometimes found that
organisations didn’t have enough time within their programme
to cover money in sufficient detail. However, this often shifted
over time as they found the number of areas clients were keen
to cover and saw the benefit this had.

Making workshops relevant
Capital Talent’s money
management workshop in their
employment programme was
preceded by a fun financial
literacy day at Barclays and was
followed by a general one-to-one
session. This meant general issues
raised in the workshop could start
a conversation about individual’s
concerns:
“ [We could] talk about fears, such
as parents telling young people
to give up their job because it’s
affecting the rent. It’s about finding
the issue, what can be done – it
doesn’t have to be one way”
Employment Advisor

of learners improved their
knowledge, skills or confidence

4.4.4 Changes to Practice Summary
Changing organisational practice was a key way of ensuring sustainable long-term changes to the
environment Tower Hamlets social housing tenants operated within. They produced a range of
positive outcomes, across a wide range of areas, ensuring that tenants’ needs were identified and
acted upon at all possible stages.
This was a hugely successful part of Getting on with Money’s work, as it demonstrated organisations
systematically taking action in individual ways. The most important feature is that these changes
leave a legacy beyond the project and enable organisations to look forward and plan to the future.
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4.5 Our overall approach to working with organisations
The key principles of the project’s approach to working with organisations were critical to its success
in creating organisational change for the benefit of social housing tenants:

Beyond these main areas, there were two other factors which were valued by partner organisations and
turned into cornerstones of the project’s approach:
A holistic approach – Changes were often more sustainable where a number of complementary changes
were made at once – for example when Spitalfields Housing Association overhauled the entirety of their
pre-tenancy procedure to ensure a coherent approach.

Ensuring organisational ownership – As the project evolved, this proved to be one of the most crucial
factors in securing positive changes. Motivation was most sustained where organisations felt they had come
up with the changes and they fitted their requirements closely:

“You have understood our organisation and where we are.”

“It has been more of a partnership than a dictatorship.” Head of Housing, Housing Provider

Sustained engagement - There were significant benefits to being able to have sustained engagement with
organisations over the course of a three-year period. This meant that if changes took a while to bed down,
or needed to be rethought, there was time to go back to the drawing board and change the approach. This
led to changes that were “sustainable, long term and we’ll continue to use” (Director, Employment Support
Organisation) and the partnership become tighter – “a perfect fit” (Head of Income, Housing Provider).

Being an independent presence – Organisations valued being able to get the perspective of someone
with an outside view, and the “field of expertise” this could bring:
“Having a fresh eye, a specialist, an external person... was very helpful.” Employment Advisor

Head of Housing Services, Housing Provider

Responding to need – Where there was a demonstrable need, staff were more likely to take on the
changes as they solved a problem for them:
“It enabled us to prepare for some of the changes that were coming.” Tenancy Support Officer, Housing Provider
Involving staff and service users – Closely linked to organisational ownership, this helped to raise
awareness across the organisation and ensure that everyone was on board with changes made:
“I would say that the awareness has been far broader now and people understand financial inclusion
more... People think we have a role to play now.” Head of Income, Housing Provider
“As staff it gave us ownership of the policy, because we all had input into it and that was actually quite
important.” Tenancy Support Officer, Housing Provider
Being flexible – The project did not promote a one size fits all model, but worked with organisations to
tailor their approach. Even interventions rolled out across a number of organisations were adapted each
time they were used – for example, staff training material and financial health check content. This helped
to find the approach that was right for each organisation.
Providing practical support – This was pivotal in ensuring that motivation from the FIHCO and action
planning phase converted into tangible actions:
“Advice, support, training, intelligence, computer backing and the evaluation tool meant that our idea
could become an effective policy. We felt that GOWM was absolutely critical to achieving what we wanted
to achieve. It helped to get us there. It’s that concept into reality.” Welfare Advisor, Housing Provider

4.6 What did our work mean for organisations and their clients?
Over the course of the project, organisations were able to gain a holistic understanding of their
impact on financial health, as well as setting a clear trajectory to move forward. Changes to practice
were successfully implemented, supported by staff training which led to notable improvements
in skills, confidence and practice. These changes allowed for financial need to be identified and
acted upon, in both a preventative and remedial way in order to improve financial health outcomes
for clients. Notable successes include reduced arrears levels, increased access to services and
improvements in skills and confidence.
The sustained nature of the project, combined with the project’s holistic approach, meant that
organisations felt that the project had led to a sea change in their approach to financial health:

“Financial Inclusion is embedded. Getting on with Money has
laid the foundations for where we are now.”
Welfare Advisor, Housing Provider

4.5.4 What was more challenging?
Ensuring organisational ownership – As the most critical element in ensuring success, a significant
amount of work went into securing buy in from all levels of organisations. The project learnt a lot about how
this worked in practice.
Managing change – The project team found that where there were changes within organisations as new
practices were being rolled out, this could make it more challenging and require rethinking timeframes or
the changes planned.
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Section 5 - Conclusion

The Getting on with Money project has demonstrated
that a dual approach can be highly effective in improving
the financial health of social housing tenants. Despite
working in a challenging environment with a rapid pace of
change, the project achieved significant successes, both in
supporting tenants to improve their own financial health,
and equipping organisations with the capacity to support
tenants to do so.
It is this rapid pace of change and the significant constraints
facing housing providers and employment support
organisations which presents both the biggest challenge for
this approach and the biggest opportunity. As organisations
are inevitably required to look critically at their services,
there is a risk that financial health support can be viewed as
an added extra, or a ‘nice to have’. Moreover, ‘support’ can
become a synonym for hand-holding and be charged with
creating dependency.
Our experiences have shown that, on the contrary, support
can be hugely empowering. It can promote independence
and self-management of finances and have additional
impacts for self-confidence and self-belief. By placing
financial health at the heart of every housing provider’s rent
collection strategy and every employment organisation’s
approach to moving people into work, there is the potential
to create significant positive impacts for both tenants and
organisations.
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End Notes
Evidence suggests that “social renters are still the most marginalised tenure group when it comes to building up financial resilience
and household wealth” National Housing Federation, April 2016
http://www.housing.org.uk/blog/household-savings-income-and-debt-in-the-uk-by-tenure/

i

BBC and Ipsos Mori, 2014, Media Literacy: Understanding Digital Capabilities
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whatwedo/learning/audienceresearch/bbc-understanding-digital-capabilitiesnov-2014.pdf

ii 

ONS 2013, Disability related statistics for England and Wales.
http://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/disability/articles/
disabilityinenglandandwales/2013-01-30

iii 

See the Papworth Trust for a comprehensive set of disability-related statistics.
Papworth Trust, 2014, Disability in the United Kingdom 2014
http://www.papworthtrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/UK%20Disability%20facts%20and%20figures%20report%202014.pdf
Unless otherwise specified, comments from this section were made by workshop participants, either through commenting on a
survey in the workshop, completing a follow up survey or contributing to a focus group discussion.

Appendix 1 – The shared characteristics of tenants lower in confidence
The shared characteristics of the tenants lower in confidence in their key skills are particularly interesting and in
many ways not always surprising. New tenants may be budgeting for the first time and this indicates that there are
higher support needs among this group. Lack of internet access can make it more difficult to access appropriate
products, to shop around for the best deals and to manage bank accounts effectively. Private tenants being overrepresented is particularly interesting, and may be linked to higher rents, as well as potentially a lower level of support
from landlords. Research has found that private renters can be just as financially vulnerable, if not more so than
those in social housing.
See: Lloyds Bank, 2016, Consumer Digital Index: Benchmarking the Digital and Financial Capability of UK Consumers.
http://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/media/pdfs/ConsumerDigitalIndex_280715AP_0116_v9_Web.pdf

iv 

These are four areas empirically demonstrated to be foundations of ‘financial capability’, or skills that comprise money
management. See Financial Services Authority, 2006. Levels of Financial Capability in the UK: Results of a Baseline Survey
http://www.esds.ac.uk/doc/5697%5Cmrdoc%5Cpdf%5C5697results.pdf

v 

Nationwide Foundation, 2014, Tackling Private Tenants’ Financial Exclusion. Available at: http://www.nationwidefoundation.org.uk/TacklingPrivateTenantsFinancialExclusion.pdf

A typical p-value is 3.73 x 10-51 for a paired T-test between the distributions, establishing a clear separation between ‘before’ and
‘after’ distributions.

Vi 

Unless otherwise specified, comments from this section were made by one-to-one clients, either in an in-depth interview or through
a follow up phone call

Vii

A typical p-value for the average of the skills is 0.0185 for a sample of 14 clients before and three to six months later, establishing
significance even for this small sample.

Viii 

With the addition of this outcome, there is a neat link to the MAS financial capability framework, which discusses: ability (building
skills and knowledge); mindset (improving confidence and motivation); and financially capable behaviours which comprise ‘managing
well day-to-day’, ‘preparing for the future’ (both key areas of change for our clients) and ‘dealing with difficulties’ (linking to access to
referrals)

ix 

See Financial Capability Strategy for the UK, 2016, http://www.fincap.org.uk/outcomes_adults
The link between financial health and personal wellbeing is well-established, for instance ONS, 2016. Young people’s wellbeing and personal finance: UK, 2013 to 2014. https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/wellbeing/articles/
youngpeopleswellbeingandpersonalfinance/uk2013to2014
x

http://www.esds.ac.uk/doc/5697%5Cmrdoc%5Cpdf%5C5697results.pdf
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Appendix 2 - Workshop Table of Correlations

Appendix 3 – Do external factors affect money management skills?

Skills before the workshop

Using a group of new tenants, the evaluation analysed the impact of debt and internet confidence
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There was an even bigger gap in averages between people confident with the computer and those who weren’t.
Finding advice was the largest problem here, but again all skills displayed a stark difference.
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In both cases, the ability to prepare for times of change was least affected of all of these skills.
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Skills after the workshop
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Clients with debt were significantly less confident across all of the skills. They were much less able to cope with
worries and concerns about money, more likely to have received prior advice but less confident in their ability to
get the right advice.

This suggests that these attitudes and skills are tied tightly to the environment and other bodies of knowledge,
which is not unexpected. It also indicates that the ability to prepare for times of change is less amenable to
intervention for a very clear reason: that many other factors affect it. This was particularly evident for Getting on
with Money’s one-to-one clients.
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Strength of correlation: Tables are colour coded according to strong correlation (above 0.6) – yellow; and
moderate-to-strong correlation (between 0.4-0.6) – red
This scale is taken from: http://www.statstutor.ac.uk/resources/uploaded/pearsons.pdf
Sample size: 287 clients used for the whole sample, indicating the sample size is large enough for a stable
correlation.
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N.B. These two groups are not directly comparable as they are composed of slightly different audiences.

See, for instance, Schonbrodt and Perugini, 2013, Journal of Research in Personality 47(5): At what size to
correlations stabilize?
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237049428_At_what_sample_size_do_correlations_stabilize
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Appendix 4 - Organisations we worked with
The full list of organisations the project has worked with is shown below.
A2Dominion
Bromley by Bow Centre employment service
Circle Housing Old Ford
City Gateway
EastendHomes
East London Business Alliance
East Thames Housing Association
Gateway Housing Association and Gateway STEP employment support service
JobCentre City Tower
JobCentre Poplar
Limehouse Project
Luminary Bakery
Newlon Fusion
People Plus
Poplar HARCA and Poplar HARCA employment service
Providence Row
Raising Aspirations
Rework - Working Well Trust
Skillsmatch Tower Hamlets
Southern Housing Group
Spitalfields Housing Association
Swan Housing Association
Tower Hamlets Community Housing
Tower Hamlets Homes
Tower Hamlets Housing Options service
Tower Hamlets Recovery College

Getting on with Money
A Financially Inclusive Tower Hamlets initiative
2016
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